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preliminary.
It

is

usual to say that there are three Arts of Design

sculpture, and painting.
The nineteenth
century has added a fourth to the number.
Drawing in
Pen and Ink, or, as it is otherwise called, Black and White,

architecture,

has, owing to special requirements, definitely taten rant as
By the aid of photography in its now
a separate art.
highly developed state, a new and cheap method of engraving known as " Process" has,
in
some degree,
revolutionised the world of matters artistic.
Until within
recent years most of the pubHshed drawings were prepared
for the printer by the beautiful but costly art of wood

What was

engraving.

formerly

left

altogether to

the

skill

on wood is now more frequently produced automatically by a very simple method.
The
original drawing is photographed upon a plate of zinc.

of the trained carver

This plate
called, in

is

then carved chemically, or "bitten," as

an acid bath, and the

it

is

result is a surface which,

when inked, gives a replica of the drawing.
Not only,
however, has a great change come over the system of engraving, but the art of drawing itself, responding to new

made enormous strides. There have never been
such drawings as we see to-day, and what is more encouraging, the pubhc taste has been raised to such a
standard as to be intolerant of the crude, old-fashioned, and
needs, has

inaccurate style of illustration.

Through

Academy

the

and

influence

South

of

the schools of

Kensington

the Eoyal

Museum, with

their

—
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affiliated

nurtured.

branches, the art of design has been enormously

New

sprung up, and

systems and more capable teachers have

much

excellent

work has been done.

It

becoming, indeed, a sort of convention that everyone
can write should be able to draw. But, however this

is

who
may

be as regards the individual, it is beyond doubt that there
an increasing number of matters which are represented by

is

the draughtsman and engraver.
indication of this fact
tions,

is

Not the

least

important

the progress of illustrated pubhca-

both in number and quality.

return to an age of picture-writing,

We may not,
when men

perhaps,

be ac-

will

customed to draw their ideas instead of describing them in
words. There is much, nevertheless, to be said for lessons
by pictures, news by pictures, and the like, rather than by
Certainly we can understand almost anything
letterpress.
wordbetter by an illustration than by any amount of
We know, for instance. Dr. Johnson's definipainting."
network as " anything reticulated at equal
of a
tion
distances with interstices between the intersections."
But.
the most crude, the most appallingly inartistic sketch of the
apparatus would be a better explanation than that.
Although hundreds of persons of both sexes are daily
engaged in making pen-and-ink drawings for the hosts
'

'

ever

increasing

hosts

—

of illustrated publications,

oppor-

Black and
White are, curiously enough, exceedingly rare. In London,.
Paris, and New Yoik there are annual exhibitions of Pen and
Ink work. We have also numerous schools for teachingdrawing as an introduction to painting. But academies and
tunities for acquiring a

practical knowledge of

and information in
the art of Black and White have yet to be estabUshed in the
numbers which the importance of the subject demands.
institutions affording reliable guidance

It is not generally understood that

an

artist

may be a Eoyal

PEELIMINAEY.
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Academician and an excellent painter, and yet a very
inferior draughtsman for the purposes of reproduction in
black and white. The explanation of this is, that a drawing
which must pass through the hands of engravers and
printers before it reaches the pubUc cannot be worked out
so completely as a drawing intended to be looked at in itself,
Modem pen-drawing
and not merely in the reproduction.
is based on the fact that artists now know how to work for
With this in view it is
the special needs of "process."
hoped that these pages will set before the student and artist
a broad and accurate foundation upon which to study and
reflect.

No

claim

is

made

that everything necessary to equip

draughtsman will be found, nor is the student asked
to dispense with large and exhaustive works dealing with the
Simplicity
critical and vague side of Pen and Ink work.

an

artistic

has been studied even to the verge of frequent repetition.
Complexity has been avoided, because experience has shown
over and over agaia that the lessons of drawing-masters and
text-books are too often a maze of advice impossible for the
memory to retain, and frequently serving only to disgust and
discourage, without conveying any satisfactory instruction.

A 2

;

Hrt an&
One

great reason

Iftature.

why niimerous

students

fail to

excel in

on a plan altogether

art is because their training proceeds

It is long after he learns to draw
average art pupil discovers that the capacity to

too narrow.

when the
make an

When it is
model is not everything.
what Art is, rules and principles are more

excellent copy of a
clearly understood

say that Art
extremely vague
Besides its imitative functions, Art
and iasufScient.
represents a craving in the mind such as anyone may feel
easily grasped

is

and appreciated.

everything which

is

It is usual to

not Nature.

This

when he sees a good picture or piece
he perceives sounds and harmonies.
which the internal and

A

of sculpture, or

first

function of Art

mere mechanical draughtsman

architectural plans, for example,

such are masters
style
a Eubens

of the little style.

—may

—

when

means by

It is the

spiritual is revealed to the sense.

connection with drawing the
the eye.

is

may

is

In

to gratify

—a designer

of

gratify nothing else

A .master of the

grand

probably rouse the soul within us.
A perverted genius^a Dore, perhaps may choose a theme
that shocks us.
Hence it is that Art is capable of a wide interpretation.

—

said that Nature has no lines.
And the
dictum is not always clearly understood.' In
the natural world objects, such as the sea, the clouds, the land,
It is

commonly

meaning

and

of this

so on, present themselves to our eyes as a

number

of flat

—

AET AND NATUEB.
patches or spaces or masses of colour and shade in different
Yet in all this assemblage of natural objects, full

strengths.

as

gradation in tone, there

it is of

is

nothing like a real line

which is defined geometrically as the
shortest distance between two points.
Even the sensible
horizon out at sea, which is often described and represented
(Ex. 20) as a line, is in actuaUty no such thing it is merely
the ending of a particular portion of space drawn and spoken
about as a "line."
Yet by
means of lines Black and White
Art, employing the aid of light
and shade, gives us on a flat
the

that

line,

is,

;

appearance of obin nature which

surface the
jects

and bodies

have no

to

;

we have

a wide
between Art and
would be impossible

distinction

Nature

themselves.

in

lines

Here, at once,
it

represent

artistically

any-

thing in the natural world with-

out the use of

Thus, in

lines.

order to draw anything which
is

seen in Nature

it

sary to

make a form

rough

attempts

hook and

of

is

neces-

it.

The

our

pot-'

of

man, or a horse,
any of these
objects. The horse, or the house, or the man, so far as the
eye is concerned, was simply a mass or space, lighter or
darker in tone and of varying colour, amidst other surroundings, and a boundary supposed to represent the object
was transferred to a slate or a piece of paper. Thus the
slate-pencil days to represent a

or a house

was a

schoolboy, like the

struggle to give a form to

artist, supplies

the lines himself because

PEN PICTUEES.
and the lines are completely
he who can choose such
as will best represent any object he

there are none in Nature,
artificial.

typical

may

and

The

skilled artist is

vital lines

desire to draw.

Ibow
Some

of

our very best

in Technical Schools.

on the piano by

to IBcQirx.

artists

Just as

have never had any training
many people learn to play

ear, there are those

who can draw by

eye.

Naturally, the greater the kaowledge of drawing the better
for

the would-be draughtsman.

But the most available and

the best lessons are rarely taken advantage of

much

;

there

avenues, such as drawing in freehand and from the

model.
is

equipped.

wooden

A

piece of pencil

of everything

;

and paper, and the

Even though he knows nothing what-

ever about the technical rules of

draw everything he
him

too

Better results are frequently obtained by a less

restricted system.

pupil

is

eagerness on the part of beginners to follow mechanical

sees.

but that

is

At

first

art, he should attempt to
he will make a fine mess

the experience of

all.

It will take

up to the standard
of the sketches shown in Examples 3 and 4, but the study
Through neglect
of Nature is undoubtedly the best school.
on this score not a few of our best professional artists resort
to apparatus, conveniences, and even dodges little suspected
Much of their skilled and
by the uninitiated public.
published work, indeed, is but the merest "amateurism."
The novice who is attracted by a pen-and-ink drawing must
not deceive himself by the impression that it is all and
This is
always out of the artist's " own head," as it were.
quite a long time indeed even to get

not often true.

The beginner with his pencil and paper making his
some consolation, nevertheless, for his lack of

attempts has

PEN PICTUBBS.
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He

can always consult the work of
Thus, suppose he was
anxious to draw the interior of a room, he would be sadly
muddled in trying to get his lines right. He can then turn

technical knowledge.

competent

pen-and-ink

to the interior of a

neator, study

artists.

room

how he

as

must commence by being a
obtained how a room which

—

copyist.

When some

a very difficult study

idea

is

—

represented, the sky, animals, clouds, everything

is

Ex.
to be experimented on.
in

this

way

is

is

is

open

3.

The unconscious information secured
every failure makes you the

wonderful

keener in perceiving

deli-

as he

Byerybody, saving an exceptional

can, the other's methods.

genius,

drawn by a more capable
it, and apply, so far

has managed

how

;

the practised draughtsman has

succeeded.

For the purposes

of consultation

rich store of pen-and-ink

work

and correction there is a
A number

easily procurable."

drawings by foremost pen-and-ink artists appear in these
but they have been selected mainly with the object
[Some
of simple guidance and instruction, not for display.
of them are reproduced from Pick-Me- Up, by kind permission
For a few pence or shillings
of Mr. Henry Eeichardt.J
any newsagent can furnish the illustrated periodicals, and

of

pages

;
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dealers in artist's materials always keep a stock of photographic reproductions of the best paintings. And just here
it will be well to remind the beginner that artists cannot

draw every
excel in

others in decorative work, and

and

Some draughtsmen

object with equal facility.

landscape, others in figures, others in caricature,

his line in

representing

An

still

others in architectural

who is, perhaps, first in
drawing animals may make a sorry show in
the human figure.
A master in drawing

industrial designs.

may
And so

artist

animals and figures

be completely lost in landscape

work

on.

or interiors.

There

is

no need to bewail

lack of capacity should the beginner find he
skilful

with

all sorts

and conditions

is

not equally

of objects.

In following the plan here proposed, of studying direct
of comparison, another warning
may not come amiss. The delicacy and finish of most of

from Nature with the aid
the pubhshed drawings

is not altogether due to the artistyou take up a magazine and glance at any
of the illustrations, remember that you are not looking
at the original drawing exactly as it was when handed
to the engraver.
This engraved copy differs from the
original drawing in this respect
it is not the same size.
The practice is to reduce the original by photography to
about one-third of its size, and then engrave it at the reduced
size.
Thus the fine delicate lines which the beginner

illustrator,

If

:

despairs of ever producing are three times as coarse in the
original as- they are in the engraving.

are reproduced
" to scale," as

now and
it

is

Although drawings

again to exactly the same

termed, the rule

is

size,

to reduce them.

Mechanism not unfrequently contributes considerable finish
and fineness to the artist's work.
The old school of pen-and-ink artists drew on wood, and
This is how Sir
the drawing was engraved right away.

'

PEN PICTUEES.
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John Tenniers cartoons in Punch are treated to this day.
But the French and Americans, by extensively adopting
"process," discovered the value of the new method, which,
though its results be no better than wood-engraving, proves
commercially less expensive In Harpers Scribners and the
Century magazines beautiful examples of this automatic
engraving may be seen. The Flegiende Blatter of Munich,
Le Courier Franpais, Black and White, The Ladies' Pictorial,
Pick-Me-Up, New York Life, Puck of Philadelphia, The
Strand Magazine, and many other publications contain firstclass pen-and-ink art
engraved in the best "process"
manner. For study both in engraved results and excellence
in drawing, no better work could engage the attention of
.

'

,

,

—

the beginner than that of the following draughtsmen
In
England, Charles Keene, Fred Walker, T. WyUie, Barnard,
:

Sandys, Phil May,

Du

Maurier, Joseph Pennell, L. Eaven-

Edgar Wilson, and some others in Spain, Fortuny,
Eico, Vierge, Madrazo and Pons
in Germany, Menzel,
Dietz, Schlittgen, and Oberlander; in France, Lalaure,
Caran D- Ache, Breville, De Neuville, Lunelle, Gerbault, and
Does in America, Edwin Abbey, the best of all illustrators,
Hill,

;

;

;

Eeinhardt, Gibson, and, for outrageous comicality, "Zim."
From the point of view of quality, the Continental draughts-

HOW
men

are easily

school of

first.

Pen Drawers

TO BEGIN.

As a matter of fact, th.e modern
England and America is largely

in

an echo of the achievements of their foreign
But all of the artists named have their
imitators.

11

fellow-artists.

copyists

and

—

©rawing.
It

is

nob the purpose of this book to teach the elements of

One of the best methods of acquiring the art has
been fully set forth, but for those who do not prefer to follow
that track, schools are at hand where the ordinary rules may
be learned.
All training in drawing resolves itself in the
drawing.

and curved
an attempt to represent on a flat
paper the form and shape of any " copy " or object

early stages into a vigorous practice of straight

Outline drawing

lines.

piece of

that

may

is

The great thing

be set before the student.

secure correctness of eye and expertness of hand.

shadow

is

to

How to

There are
an
understandable way, information on these branches. Thus,
what is called the " South Kensington Drawing Book,"
published in series by Blackie and Sons, and selected by Mr.
Poynter, E.A., Director of the Science and Art Department,
introduce shading or

numerous publications

is

excellent.

Each

is

the next step.

specially designed

section takes

up a

to afford, in

different subject

freehand, model-drawing, the hands, feet, head, face, perspective,

shading, landscape, and so on

variation, so that the student has

—

all

are

no lack

drawn

in every

of guidance.

Excellent as these "aids" are, many of our most
competent artists allege that the severe training of the
Eoyal Academy Schools, and the course of instruction
Science and Art Department at
prescribed by the

Kensington, besides

stifling originality in

not result in the "bringing out" of
This,

if

the student, does

much first-class

true, is the best incentive to the beginner

talent.

who

is

DEAWING.
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loath to work, or attempt to work, independently and direct
from Nature. The constant use of a drawing-board, a
T-square, and a pair of compasses, however excellent for
securing proficiency in a mechanical draughtsman, cannot

own direct

be nearly so useful as the student's

draw

trying to

way he

in this

By

efforts.

trusting to his eye

is

and
The

and developing his powers of observation.
academical system is merely learning by rote and routine.
To study drawing from the model Uving or lay
intellect,

—

Any

excellent practice.

occupant
It

is,

of

a room,

—

is

passer-by in the street, or any

a model to the observant student.
draw from the human model at

is

of course, difficult to

One means of progressing in this branch of work is
wooden models and charts from any dealer in
The lay model may be posed according
artist's materials.

first.

to procure

to

any attitude

it is

desired to depict.

work

Skill in the technical

be

under-valued.

cultivate the

meaning

power

lines

muddhng

The

artists

the .beginner

for

Amateurs are

work and

their paper

where a few only are wanted.
white

drawing must by no means

aim

of expressing his subject in as

as possible.

their

of

great

Many

themselves are not so

of

by

is

to

few and

fatally fond

of

scores of lines

our best black-and-

-skilled

in technique as

most people imagine if they had waited until they had
become perfect executants in this respect, they possibly
would have been mute and unheard of yet. They compromise by simply borrowing or appropriating what they
;

themselves are unable to draw.

It

may

or a foreground, or figures, or animals
,

They know where to
them do not scruple

be a background,

—anything, in

find

what they want,

to

help themselves.

fact.

and many of
Anyone who

eye on the illustrated periodicals of different
It is only fair.
coimtries will soon observe this widespread.

keeps

his

PEN PICTURES.
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indeed,

to

warn beginners that many fine pen-and-ink
what they seem. Trickery, nevernot to be commended. It destroys individuality

sketches are not exactly
theless, is

where it is carried too far in others, it is
making of the draughtsman. A careful examination
of the work of many painters and artists, soon reveals the fact
that their technique would not establish any reputation for
them frequently it is some other feature the work possesses
which attracts attention to it, such as wit, vulgarity, or
in every case

;

often the

;

speciahsm of one sort or another. These secrets of the prison
house " are communicated mainly with the view of preserving
'

'

the courage of the beginner.
Later, under suitable headings, special details will be given
on the important subjects here dealt with.

—

Ipainting, lEtcbing, pcn^mavoirxQ, anC>

Ipbotoarapbi?.
It has already been explained that as Nature has no
what the artist does is to make a form bounded by

lines,

lines of

any object which he

sees in the natural world.

Now,

a picture or sketch, besides being composed of ZOTes,may be
of masses. For instance, in a painting, although
used at first to "block in" or make thorough
preUminary sketch in pencil or crayon, the artist gets

composed
lines are

them when he puts on his colours. The pencilThe object then is, hke Nature, to
present a scene which has no lines, and to render the form
of the subject by masses of colour and hues.
But in a penand-ink drawing, or an etching, or a photograph, the work
appears in monochrome, or only one colour the variations
of black-and-white (Ex. 9).
In such cases it would be
rid

of

sketch acts as a guide.

—

impossible to represent a natural object in masses or spaces
of colour.

It is necessary to

black-and-white

medium

do the best you can with the

at your service.

A

pen-and-ink

drawing, an etching or a photograph, could not show us the
scarlet blush on a child's cheek or the blue of the sky

such can only be suggested by an adroit use of black and
white. In Ex. 9 the sky is possibly blue. The painter
would represent it in a gradation of blue colours the blackand-white artist, not having a palette of colours, can only
hint ab it. Thus, in this respect, pen-and-ink drawing has.
;

its

drawbacks and

limits.

PEN PICTUEBS.
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Sometimes a pen-and-ink drawing is spoken of as an
Etching proper is a method of
etcMng with the pen.
drawing with a sharp metal needle on a chemically
prepared plate of metal.- Example 5 is a process engraving
Here there is a
fr om an etching by Mr. Edgar Wilson.
deheacy and refinement of line and effect that pen draughts-

men

find

it

extremely

difficult to obtain.

This deHghtful art has the advantage of enabling the etcher
to be free and bold in his lines.
The object he aims at is to

Ex.

5.

Etching Eepeoduced by Process.

use as few strokes as possible.

meant

to tell its

ink drawing.

own

There

tale,
is

and

In an etching each

this difference, however.

ing the effects are obtained

by

line is

this is the goal of a pen-and-

In an etch-

short, rapid touches of the

needle; in a pen-and-ink drawing the tendency is rather
to merge the lines in a series of accurately graded tints.

Compare the above with the various examples of Pen
Unluckily etching, hke wood
in this book.
engraving, is too slow and too costly a method to suit rapid
Pictures
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and economical printing.
Each impression is taken byhand off the etched plate, and on the paper is usually left
a "plate form," or indentation.

The

position of photography in connection with pen-and-

ink drawing

is

an important

subject.

Much

difference of

opinion exists in the artistic world as to whether photography is or is not an aid to art. Many of our portraitpainters are said to appreciate

its

usefulness

by photograph-

ing their sitters upon the canvas, and then painting on the
necessary colours.
There is not much to be said for
substituting the

nevertheless.

more

camera

The

in the place

artist

who makes

of the

his

own

likely to develop his artistic instinct

appreciate the subtler and

The use

more

sketch-book,

sketches

—to

is

grasp and

exquisite side of things.

photograph in order to correct a drawing
cannot, on the other hand, be condemned.
Modem photography itself is certainly very marvellous in
its results.
An expert with a discriminating eye and taste can
produce work which is beyond doubt artistic. The camera is a
recorder of dry facts, and it possesses the disadvantage, unlike
the draughtsman, of being not easily able to select, to add
here and take away there, in order to produce an artistic
whole. As Mr. Charles Harper well remarks, a "photograph
of a

generally includes a lot of jarring, inconsequent accessories.

The camera has neither sentiment,
But the person who uses the camera

selection,
is

nor brains."

frequently provided

with all these gifts. There are quantities of extremely bad
Of
photographs and many which are extremely good.
course, different lenses and focal lengths give different results.
It is not uncommon to see photographs where the heights or
distances are enormously reduced, while even very small
objects in the foreground are enormously increased in size.
It must be remembered, however, that photographers by

PEN PICTUEBS.
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design

and contrivances

in fixing

the camera

constantly

represent buildings, local scenery, and the like monstrously

This is purely a
in proportion to the reaUty.
commercial matter you can observe it in the case of
most of the photographs of their premises vehich business-

large

;

-men attach

A

to their catalogues

pen-and-ink

drawing

and wrapping-papers.

equally with a photograph

is

unable to give a true representation to Nature simply
because the values of the lights and shades
preserved.

So

platinotypes

—^photography at

cannot

be

by an adroit use of tones
by the black-and-white artist, and by the use of what
are called " orthochromatic plates" by the photographer.
The defect which must be combated in both cases is, that
parts of a subject that should be represented as high
Hghts must not be allowed to appear dark. A photograph
on account of the redundancy of detail which it must take in
has a tendency to blacken the shadows. But by the use of
far as they

can

graphs, where one negative

much reform

is

it is

—or composite photo-

its

best

is

superposed upon another,

being brought about in this matter.

The

place of photography, accordingly, in the field of Black and

White,

is of

great interest to the artist.

Payne Jennings,
permission.

/^f.jiitff.^

of

Example

1 (see

photograph by Mr.
Ashstead, Surrey, reproduced by his kind

frontispiece) is a process engraving from a

Xine0 anb Maebes.
It

is

now

understood that

a pen-and-ink drawing

may

be

composed of masses as well as
lines, and that the drawings
in illustrated pubUoations are

they were

seen, not as

made,

nally

appear

but

when
Ex.

instance,

they

reduced.

For

7

is

same

the

exactly

origi-

as

engraved
size

as

Ex. 8
the same drawing reduced

the original drawing.
is

Ex.

Thus

one-third.

6.

original

the

in

the black lines were

three times thicker, and the white lines or spaces three

times wider.

Accordingly, the greater the reduction the

bolder must be the hnes in the original and the wider apart

or more open.

It follows that

very fine and microscopic

in a drawing subject to great reduction will possibly

lines

vanish, and not appear in the engraving at

use of too

many

The value

lines is generally a

to the beginner of

rough sketches

of trees,

to refer to finished

work

waste

all.

of

Indeed, the

time and

making attempts

men, horses,

to

effect.

draw
and

streets, anything,

for hints as to procedure, cannot be

Suppose he desires to draw a
he should try to draw it as he sees it. If he fails, let
him look at such drawings as Exs. 10 and 12, which will
B 2
too strongly insisted on.

road

;

20
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suggest to

him what he has

oomrse, that the drawing

do

to

he

—always remembering,

of

has been reduced in
size from the original.
Practice of this sort will furnish an
astonishing amount of information about perspective, values,
tones, and other of the more difficult featui'es of Black and
White, which will later be dealt with in detail.
You can no more be taught how to draw lines than how
refers to

Ex.

to eat your food.

7.

Bach person

own master

is his

here.

He

must learn to draw straight and curved lines both with
Great proficiency should be acquired in
pencil and pen.
making curved lines, because lines in pen-and-ink work are
always more or less in curves not the curves of a circle

—

exactly,

but irregular curves, such

hyperbolas, and cycloids.

according as they suit the
artists

have

as those in elUpses,

Long and

different styles of

artist's

short lines are used
purpose, and different

making

their lines

—smooth,

rough, Ught, heavy, scraggy, nervous, and steady.

When

LINES AND WASHES.

you want to make a sharp black

line,

21
your ink must be
if a light line is

black and stand out clear on the paper
desired,

or

fine,

;

do not put water in the ink, but make the line light
or put a number of very light lines together. What is

called single line or simple outline (Ex. 18)

from a number

mode was

to

of

make

merged

lines

(Ex. 10).

is

distinguished

The ancient

the line of equal thickness throughout,

The modem
on antique pottery.
and thicken the line in parts, which
enables the difference between the side in Hght and the side
as you

may

method

is

observe

to accentuate

shadow of the object delineated to be determined. This
what is known as the many-lined method of outlining.
In Ex. 6, you will notice a light effect secured by
making the lines fiiie and separate. You may work, of
course, with different materials in the same drawing to get
your effect pencil, crayon, chalk, or on grey paper, in which
in

is

—

Ex.

8.

case the white parts would be put in with chalk or Chinese
white. An old method called hatching or cross-hatching

was once much used

in order to

form a shading.

It

was

the arrangement of the lines at angles more or .less acute,
so as to form a sort of tiny check pattern or plaid. But

PEN PICTUEES.
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nowadays a patch of ink or charcoal is more frequently
relied on to serve the same purpose.
Having considered how to make lines, the application of
The first sketch
them in a drawing is the next point.
should be made lightly with a hard pencil (Ex. 13). This
Shadows and distances should be
is merely a guide.
outlined as well as possible, and then this pencil-sketch
inked over. Neatness and finish of line, it must be recollected,
is not necessarily artistic, but may be mechanical, cold, and
stiff.

A

little

roughness or break in the line often gives
In Ex. 19, if the lines were all hard and

variety of effect.

neat the effect would not be nearly so good.

Besides drawing in outline, the artist may draw by masses,
This is adopting the method of the
painter, or in other words, painting in ink. Between a white
as before explained.

paper, covered with the blackest ink and the white of the
paper there are many tones or shades of colour. These
By
tones are all grey blacks of more or less intensity.
watering the ink different strengths are obtained. Painting
thus with ink with the aid of a brush, or your finger, or
anything suitable, produces what are called Washes or Wash
drawings, which resemble in some respects photographs.
A pencil-sketch may be made for guidance, and then the ink
spread over the paper portions of it in one place being
taken out with a stump of blotting paper, other portions

—

being worked up to -different strengths of blackness and

Chinese white and chalk are used where the
is required.
The beginner should be able
to cover a space with a uniform tint of ink or crayon then
blend other deeper that is, blacker tints until the paper
presents a gradation of tones from faintest grey to deepest
greyness.

greatest whiteness

;

—

—

In this way a rich effect is produced, and the colour
can be massed together instead of following out the shading
black.

LINES AND WASHES.
in detail.

Ex. 9

is

a wash drawing.

the photograph on the frontispiece,

If it is
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compared with

will be seen that the

it

is more brilUant.
Ex. 7
drawing pure and simple
the differences are
obvious.
In both line drawings and washes all sorts of
brilliant effects can be obtained by a knowledge how to use

blending of the black and white
is

a

line

Ex.

;

9.

A Wash Drawing

the materials.
alone

;

Engeaved by Peooess.

work in ink
and water colours may
This mixture makes no

It is not absolutely necessary to

ink, pencil, chalk, or

even

be used in the same sketch.

oil

difference to the " process " engraver,
it

who photographs

it

as

stands.

Charcoal and chalk
quicker to work with.

differ

from pencil in being softer and
with charcoal, chalk,

When working

24
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or ink, a few strokes are broadly dashed on "the paper.

These strokes can be rubbed over the surEaoe of the paper
wherever it is required with a piece of chamois, blotting
paper, stump of bread, or rubber, and the finger-tip
useful because

it

is sensitive.

would be rubbed over the whole

The

of the

to form, say, a sky or background.

is also

charcoal, chalk, or ink

paper sufficiently dark
Trees, houses, figures,

be drawn in roughly as regards
form, but with the utmost care as regards their relative
depth of tone to the sky or background. By the aid of the
finger, or paper stump, the surface of the drawing may be
brought to a smooth texture. Sharpness in the Ughts or

furniture, etc., should then

white parts

by picking

—even the most dehcate—may easily be obtained

off

the excess of black by the aid of the finger or

There are French and English mixtures to be
obtained, used for fixing charcoal or pencil on the paper, if
such may be deemed necessary.
In working out a wash or " half tone " drawing, otherwise
called water monochrome, shapeless masses of colour are
With ink much
more important than finicking detail.
The brush when dipped into this
care must be taken.
medium is worked over the paper, and, if possible without
waiting for the ink to get dry, the shadows are put in, and the
lights wiped out with a clean and nearly dry brush or the
finger. Ink is rapidly absorbed by cardboard and soon sets,
which can be discovered by its turning a dim colour. If it can
be managed, it is best to finish a wash drawing whilst the ink
after-touches are apt to destroy the fine grain which
is wet
stump.

;

it

acquires in drying.

—

perepective—Simpli? leyplaineb.
A DEAUGHTSMAN may be

able to

draw a man, or a

chair,

or an animal, and yet be incapable of arranging these objects
in a consistent

whole or picture. He
he will find that he

perspective, but

Hke the

faculties

of

a

senior

is

then told to study

wrangler

it

may

called artist

occur to

him

to

grasp

the

In his bewilder-

geometrical intricacies of this science.

ment

need something

will

that the poor pavement artist

—with his crayons exercises a rough

by courtesy

kind of perspective, although he does not even suspect any
of its laws.
Later experience will unfold to him the fact
that there are not a few pen-and-ink artists, and even
Eoyal Academicians, whose knowledge of technical perspective in its involved mathematical form

is

anything but

profound.

Most people have seen a Camera

obscura.

It

is

an

apparatus which consists of a darkened chamber or box
furnished with a lens, through which light is admitted.

where the light comes to a point or focus, a screen is
and on this screen falls a correct image of whatever
The picture thus obtained is in
the scene outside may be.

Inside,

placed,

correct perspective

out which

is

—the part

of the scenery or objects with-

nearest will be found towards the base or

bottom of the screen, and the parts further away verge
It is this principle of
towards the top of the screen.
reflection on a flat surface of a scene or object which is not
flat, but round, or extending away from the observer, that
makes photography possible, and with it perspective deals.

PEN PICTURES.
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A

drawing

is

usually divided into three parts or planes,

which are known as distance (or background), middle
The foreground is the part
distance, and foreground.
nearest to the eye, and the middle distance is the portion
between the foregroimd and the distance. If you are looking at anything in Nature, such as across a field or up a
street,

the distance

is

straight before your eyes,

Ex.

yards or hundreds of yards.

so

many

10.

But

if

you have

to

draw this
draw it

distance on a flat piece of paper, you will have to

from the bottom of the paper upwards, either to the top or
Ex. 12 shows a road
the most distant part is
the sides.
represented by lines drawn upwards from the base of the
The whole sj^ace behind a figure or object, or groups
paper.
;

PEESPECTIVE

—SIMPLY

EXPLAINED.
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of figures or objects, is the background. In some backgrounds space is represented by tint, by lines, or is left open
(Exs. 5, 13, 15 and 20); this has the advantage of making
the objects in the foreground prominent without distracting
Sometimes a black mass is made a backthe attention.
ground with the same object. In a silhouette you have
a black figure on a white space or background. You may
also have figures or objects on a black background.
(Ex.
According as you vary the size and
11, 16 and 19.)
importance of these three planes, you can. get an endless

variety in a composition.

Supposing a beginner makes a rough sketch with chalk
on a window-pane of the objects without as they appear on
This is one
the glass, he will be drawing in perspective.
useful way of learning how to fit yom- subject to the shape
and size of your paper. Or if you take a sheet of glass and
Then take a
place it upright between you and an object.
in
it,
so
that
you can
cardboard
and
make
a
hole
piece of
Look through this carduse it as a sort of single eyeglass.
board arrangement, and you will be enabled to draw on the
glass in chalk, Chinese white, or Indian ink any objects in
This glass exactly answers to what is called in
front of it.

The nearer the eye is
perspective the plane of the picture.
placed to the glass the larger the range of subject, and vice
The eye should never be nearer the glass than about
versa.
two feet. The distance of the eye from the glass corresponds
with the focal length of the lens in a camera and the
;

shorter the focal length, the larger

Some

artists carry a light frame.

is

the range of subject.

They look through

at the subject they wish to draw, and move

it

about until
this for a guide
it

they select the best point of view. With
they make a rough sketch of the position of the objects, and
the frame settles for

them the

limits or borders of their
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Others carry a small poctet-mirror.
By turning
your back on the object in front of you a room or a landand looking in the mirror, you can
scape, for instance
This is a good way of
obtain a reflection of the scene.
correcting a drawing made independently. Another method
is to turn the head on one side till it becomes horizontal.
picture.

—

—

This has nearly the same effect that you get in stooping and
looking at an object through your legs. It confines and concentrates the objects, and you can see

them

in their true

proportions to the foreground, because the distance shrinks.

Or you. may

half close the

eyes, so that the objects are

seen

through

the

lashes,

which is somewhat analogous
to looking at them through
the wrong end of a pair of
opera-glasses.

Again

the

distance will shrink, the im-

portant features in the front

come out
and the light and
shade will mass itself undisturbed by details.
assisting the attainment of an
or foreground will
strongly,

Ex.

11.

There are other ways

of

approximately correct result. You can put the arm in front
of the face, holding the part from the elbow to the wrist

and move it up and down until you see where
had better be cut off for the bottom and top of
Then the other arm may be moved along
the sketch.
vertically to see where the sides had better be determined.
Many artists habitually use a Camera lucida, which is really
an application of the Camera obscura. This instrument
In many matters, such as
enables them to copy and trace.
horizontally,

the subject

PEESPECTIVE

moving
of

it,

—SIMPLY

clouds, water, etc.,

as

it

is

EXPLAINED.

of
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no value, and the use

a rule, minimises the artist's power to sketch

independently.

When

the limits or boundaries have been decided on, the

may

student

take

it

for granted that

he will on

occasions have to guess his perspective by the eye.

making

most
In

rough preliminary sketch, he should avoid dealLooking at his subject he should fix a
sight
a point or pivot round which he can

his

ing with details.
point of

—

arrange the items of his drawing.

Through

draw or imagine a horizontal or eye line

;

this either

this is usually

about

one- third the height of the paper from the base or foreground.
" Block in " or lightly outline with your pencil the general

Then roughly sketch in the upper sm'face over
line, and work your way to the foreground,
watching in the meantime that you do not exaggerate the
size of the distance and make the foreground too small,
a blunder which the best draughtsmen cannot always
Then, glancing over the general scheme and effect of
avoid.
the sketch, it is for the artist to decide what items he will
put in and those he intends to omit.

features.

the horizontal

lper0pective— ^ecbnical.
Peespectivb in

its

technical sense

is

the science which

enables us by fixed mathematical rules to represent on a
plane surface anything which appears to the sight in every
variety of distance and form.
in Nature, because

It has really

no counterpart

supposes the earth to be flat. Imaginary
lines are drawn along the flat surface (Ex. 12), and these
it

arrange the shape and position of every object determined on.
of perspective are to a great extent merely

The laws
arbitrary,

and most

artists fall

back on the eye.

Observa-

tion of the actual appearances of buildings, streets, horizons,
artistic draughtsman than
There are many subjects that perspective by
technical rule cannot deal with. Thus, in dravring the human
figure or animals, though their forms are regular and
symmetrical, they do not admit, like geometrical or archietc., is

any

a better instructor for the

other.

and figures, of delineation by perspective
Such objects consist of undulatiag surfaces and
contours, whose outline and appearance can be determined
by the eye alone. You cannot draw them by a plan, as
you might a building.
Perspective is a special study in itself, and those who
tectural designs

Tule.

desire to pursue

it

will find excellent opportunity in the

" South Kensington

Drawing Book," or from such

Eunciman's "Eules

of Perspective."

Scientifically

it is

perspective depends

a. work

divided into Linear and Aerial.

upon mechanical and

as

Linear

optical principles,

.and chiefly concerns the black-and-white artist.

It con-

PERSPECTIVE
siders the effect produced

—TECHNICAL.
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by the position and distance

of

the observer from the object upon the apparent form and

grouping of objects, or in other words
represented on a

flat

has already been explained.
to see

by

how

they are to be

—a

process which

surface like paper
It

makes

lines. Aerial perspective,

art of seeing through the air

;

it

possible for one

on the other hand,' is the
especial importance to

it is of

the painter who has to deal with effects of the atmosphere.
An extension of linear perspective into isome.trical lays down

Ex.

rules

by which

12.

bird's-eye views or a representation of a

may be carried out, thus combining the
advantages of a ground plan and elevation.
If you proceed to draw according to the rules of perspecscene from above

you first of all decide on the scope or the number of
you wish to take into your work, and the distance
You then draw three
at which the whole is to be viewed.
The first is the Base Line or ground line, which,
lines.
popularly speaking, is the bottom level of your drawing;
the second is the Horizontal or Eye Line, and represents
tive,

objects

the ordinary position of the horizon. This line
drawn about one-third the height of the picture

is

usually

when

the

.
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sketch

is

placed at or a

But, of course,

above the level of the horizon.
according to the nature of
If placed high up it leaves too

little

may rise

it

or

fall,

the subject to be drawn.
small a proportion of sky, and

you in the position

if

too high or out of sight puts

making a

bird's-eye view if placed
too near the base line, unless the scene be mountainous, the
proportion of sky will be too great. The Vertical Line
is

of

;

drawn, as a mechanical guide, perpendicularly to the

Base and Horizontal Lines (Ex. 12)
This Vertical Line passes through a point called the
"Point of Sight." This point is fixed at the pleasure of
the artist
it is the point towards which the eye of the
observer is directed, and to this point all objects are dimini;

shed in proportion as they approach.

Its best position

removed from the centre towards one of the sides. All
lines perpendicular to, the Base Line meet in this Point of
Sight and end there, and thus it becomes the Vanishing
Point.
What are called the points of distance are two
points on the Horizontal Line, on each side of the Point of
is

Their use

Sight.

a

row from each

Two
In the
allel

is

to define the distance of objects in

other.

simple rules are generally laid
first

down

for guidance.

no longer parthey become slanting

place, all parallel straight lines are

when drawn on

a

flat

and meet and end

surface

;

Vanishing Point (Ex. 12).
Hence the objects are kept in proper position and proportion,
lines,

in the

becomes possible by rule to represent uphill and
The other rule is, that any object drawn
below the horizontal line appears to the onlooker as if he
were looking at it from below, and any object above the
horizontal line appears to the onlooker as if he were looking up at it from above.
Any object to the right of the
point of sight is seen by the onlooker from the left, and any

and

it

downhill subjects.

.

PBESPEGTIVE
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object to the left of the point of sight

Hence

is
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seen from the right.

straight lines above the horizontal line lower them-

selves to

it,

those below raise themselves to

to the left direct themselves to the right,

right direct themselves to the

There are dozens

while those
to the

left.

of intricate rules for

spective, but they are

it,

and those

drawing by per-

only the mathematical expression,

doubtless very correct, of the artist's use of his eyes, practice,

and experience.

If

you are drawing a picture you naturally

imagine a horizontal line and a point of sight.
blocking in

mentally to

Having

out.

fixed

rocks, trees, houses, figures, or whatever

We

All this has

upon these in
or roughly sketching your subject, you begin
draw slanting lines from the point of sight to the

already been pointed

down upon

may

be before you.

and see over or
into them below the horizontal line, and up to them when
above it. Hence we discover that all objects grow less in
size as they approach the point of sight, until they become
mere specks and vanish. This is the whole art of parallel
perspective on a flat surface.
learn thus to look

objects

flDaterials far

The

pen^anb^JnK Drawing.
who

pen-and-ink artist

possesses a knife,

pencil,

paper, piece of rubber or stale bread, and pen and ink
fully

is

equipped for his work.

There

are, of course, individual preferences in the

of the ink, pens, etc., to

As a matter

be used.

matter

of fact,

pencil, pen, brush, pointed stick, stump, stylus, or glass

any
pen

do for the purpose, and some artists consider a halfpenny pencil as good, and often better, than a sixpenny cedar.
Some draw with charcoal, or chalk, or crayon, because they
are softer and quicker to work with for preliminary sketches,
Others are sorry to wear out any sort of pencil that suits
them. Many use only an ordinary fine-pointed writing-pen,
will

J nibs others, etching pens with
an ordinary brush, with the hairs so cut
away as to form a sharp point. Those who are skilled
enough to use such a brush but it is a difficult article to
work with usually succeed in getting clean, clear-cut lines,
because the hair, unlike the nib, does not scratch into the
paper, and consequently produces a softer result.
In the matter of paper you may use ordinary smooth
others, erowquills

tiny points

;

;

others,

;

others,

—

—

writing-paper without any lines or water-marks.

The paper
be white or dull grey, smooth or granulated, according
There are many kinds of drawing-papers specially
to taste.
manufactured for the assistance of draughtsmen.
In the
case of drawings in outline, or where you desire all the

may

and unbroken, rough-surfaced paper
must, naturally, aot be used, because every break in the line

lines to be continuous

MATEEIALS FOE PEN-AND-INK DEAWING.
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would be reproduced in the process engraving. There is
always a tendency for the pen to catch in' the fibres of the
paper, thus causing clumsy lines .and blots.
This must be
avoided.

Bristol

and Whatman
'

board are the most popular papers
in use for ordinary purposes.

There are numerous varieties of
drawing-papers specially adapted
for

pen-and-ink

"What

work.

are called grained papers, or Gillot

papers,

are

already provided in

their texture with dots

over

their

surfaces

or

sprinkled
lines

at

They

regular intervals (Ex. 13).

may be obtained from Lechertier,
Barbe &Co., Eegent Street, London.
These save the draughtsman much
mechanical labour
and time.
Some of them have surfaces of
" claychalk and
are
called
boards."
They are designed to
be " scratched " through as well
They have a tinted
as drawn on.
look which is neither black nor
Ex. 13.
The
white, but a grey colour.
henefit of them is that they supply ready for your
use, instead of subjecting you to the work of supplying it for yourself, a middle tint upon which lights,
or the white parts of a drawing, can be procured by
scratching with a

the chalk

sharp point through the top layer of

when a white

layer

is

exposed.

The dark

portions of the sketch can then be put in with the aid
.of

chalk,

or

ink,

or

pencil,

or

wash.

These
c 2

boards
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also

" scratch- out "

on aeeoimt of
way, and by the
same method of scratching hard lines can be softened by
being run or scraped through.
Drawings on these boards
called

the lights being picked

out

papers,

in

this

somewhat resemble wood-engravings.

Lamp

ivory-black,

thick Indian ink, or other pigmental ink should be used with

them, because liquid inks have a tendency to soak through the
clay. Working on them is something like engraving on wood.

There are other papers which have printed on their surfaces
of various thicknesses and distances
apart, forming a grey tint, the object being to provide various
The whites may be scratched or carved out of these
tones.
also and the blacks put in as in Example 13.
All these
special classes of paper are somewhat difficult to work on.
The inks used are generally either Indian ink, lamp-black,
Stephens's ebony-stain, Higgins's ink and Encre de Chine.
mechanically ruled lines

Any

A

of these will do.

piece of rubber or ink-eraser

is,

of course, necessary.

using Bristol boards or thick papers of any sort,

made

if

In

a blot is

owing to the thickness of the paper, easily be
an erasure has been made the place should be
burnished with an ivory paper-knife or burnisher in order
There are two
to make it more suitable to be worked over.
other usual ways of dealing with blots and smudges to
One is by the aid of paste (not
which all artists resort.
gum) to cover up the error or disfigurement with a bit of
it

can,

erased.

When

You can repeat the smudged portion of the
Another is the use of Chinese
drawing on this paper.
By putting a layer of the
white or white oxide of zinc.
pigment over the smudges you can draw over it, but it is
fresh paper.

Neither of these devices
very easy operation.
with the engraving of the drawing. Stale bread
commonly used for pencil erasures instead of rubber.

not a

interferes
is
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The pen-artist who draws for publication should always
remember that the coarse appearance of his lines in the
original need not worry him.
"When the drawing is reproduced

it will,

as has been explained, be engraved at about

one-third of the size.

respect

by the use

of

The

artist

can guide his work in this

a diminishing glass, or by looking at

the drawing through the wrong end of a pair of opera-glasses.

By

meahs he can see what the drawing will look like
reduced, and manipulate his work accordingly.
After all, the materials are by no means the first considerathis

when

it is

tions. Dr.

"No man ever

excelled in painting

curious about pencils

and colours." This

Johnson says

who was eminently

:

applies also to Black and

White

art.

EEDUCTIONS FHOM THE SAME DEAWING.

Zone, Sbabow, ^int.

When

you

liave settled the scope

and

your drawing, and have drawn a
rough pencil outline (Ex. 13), the next
thing to do is to look after the shading,
size of

and

tones,

The

and values.

relief of

the

due to how the half-tones or
The
greys and the shade is managed.
Ex. 14.
background would be first looked after.
A mere conventional background consists,
of strokes going different ways, or there may be no
background, or there may be a mechanical tint put in
objects

by the engraver.
attended to

be

next

The modelling of the sketch must'
the tones must be so arranged
;

as to give everything its
to

the

other

is

due degree

projecting masses

of

or

proportion relatively
details in

the

same

drawing.

The

distance and position of objects affect both their dis-

tinctness

object

and apparent form.

is, its

and the shaded parts more
plan

is

Thus, the further away any

illuminated parts must be

to begin with the distance.

object, his chief

subordinate

made

feeble (Exs. 22

and

less brilliant

A good

28).

The artist chooses

his chief

shadow, his chief light and all the rest is
Unless in a mere outline
suggestive.

and

drawing the tones are

the great

trouble.

Tone

is

the

prevailing colour of a picture, such as duhiess or brightness.

A

pen-and-ink drawing cannot be

shadow.

It

all

must be a compromise.

bright light or dark

Accordingly,

there

TONE, SHADOW, TINT.
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spread over the whole surface what are called half-tones
is something between black and white.

—a greyness which

These hali-tones, or blendings
represented in

to deepest black.

in Exs.

of

black and white,

from

gradations of shades

may

faintest

be

grey

Compare the different qualities of tones
and 26.
a sketch is the manner in which the

1, 9, 11, 13, 15, 24,

The "values"

of

—

shades are managed the relative depth of one shade in a
picture to all and every other shade
and the quality of a
;

manner of deahng with the
gradations of these shades. In a good pen drawing the
educated eye perceives gentle grey shadows, and black and
white is used very charily.
One speck of pure white is
generally enough to fix the eye on the more prominent part,
and if there is much black there should be something to
carry the eye away from the white, one or two strong
dashes to give vigour to the composition, and the rest
swimming, as it were, in gentle gradations of grey.
Objects are necessarily much complicated by light and
pen-and-ink sketch

When

shade.

a strong light
is

the

artist's

the sunlight

falls directly

where shadows and

;

a deep shade.

direct lights,

is

it is

not necessary for the pen artist to be

The aim

"When the sun

is

is

to get the general

in your face,

the objects in

front relieve themselves easily from those behind.

only

when

is

All reflected lights are less brilliant than

and

too solicitous about these.

tone right.

on objects, there

cavities are cast, there

It is

considerable skill has been obtained in doing

shadows that

effects with the sun behind
be attempted, because in these cases
everything depends upon such slight gradation of tone,
mixed with a strong shadow here and there. When rays

sketches
the

full of

artist

should

'

of light fall
of this'

body

on a body, the outline
is,

of the illuminated portion

naturally, projected on the nearest surface.
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other words,

it

casts a shadow.

It is not difficult to

remember that the more brilliantly lighted the bodies are,
the more vigorous will be the shadows, Bxs. 14, 16 and 17.

Much practice should be devoted in the study of the
values or blends of shading of objects as they appear

Ex.

15.

their backgrounds.
There are many exercisebooks which teach shadow, or the art of sciagraphy, as it
is called, such as Poynter's " South Kensington Drawing-

against

book."

The

student's independent efforts, nevertheless, are

valuable.

The eyes should always be

most

half-closed in com-

paring the value of one shade with another, in order that
details may not irritate.
It is always wise to go back to
the black and white and compare your values with them.

TONE, SHADOW, TINT.
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and notice how you are blending the gradations

You should keep

of tone.

putting in with the point, rubbing

down

with the stump, and picking out with the bread. The making
of what are called " impressions"
small sketches done
qmckly, without attempting any detail, but carefully noting

—

the values

—

is

the best

way

to

get a true appreciation of

natural colour and tones.

In a good composition not only should the blacks and
masses balance, but the light should be as much as possible
concentrated in one point, provided, of course, that the
Ughts and shades are not
forced

into

ample

points

unlike

You have an

nature.

ex-

of this artificial forcing

what is known as
Eembrandt shade in a
photograph, and some of our
of light in

the

landscape

artists

points

Hght on buildings

of

concentrate

and elsewhere that could not
possibly exist.
altogether

This trick

artificial,

picturesque.

but

Ex.

its

results are

The French and Flemish

extensively as a ready

way

16.

is

of

extremely

often
artists

adopt

it

getting interest fixed in one

spot where

it would not be otherwise.
Of course, when the greatest dark and highest

into juxtaposition the strongest

efi'ect is

light

come

produced, but the

—

he avoids making light
with each other. It is the
rage for tone for strong contrast of black and white that
makes wash drawing so popular amongst artists.
In working out a sketch everything depends upon whether

true artist produces

it

and darkness compete

—

naturally

in force

—

the artist gives his background the proper blending of tints
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and shades. Amateurs think that by making the foreground
dark, or, in line drawings, the lines thick, they can bring

it

forward when perhaps the very reverse is required. They
study too much the form of each individual object, and
In a
forget to compare it carefully with what is around.
line drawing light effects should be produced by making the

and

thinner

lines

increasing

their

distance apart (Ex. 6 )
in a wash,
by regulating the tones and intensity
;

shade (Ex.

of

Eor the purpose

9).

of regulating the tone, pencil, crayon,

or anything else can be used simul-

some pen artists
thumb and press it on the

taneously with ink
Ex.

iiik

17.

their

paper

the

lines

thumb-mark appearing, in order
Almost any device is legitimate.

.

to

;

and pores
gain a rich

of

the

effect.

effects.

very dif&cult thing to delineate dreamy and vague
In the matter of distance the difficulty is largely

got over

by remembering that the

It is a

and
ones.

difference

between shadow
than in near

light is less strong in distant objects

A

painter,

by a method

called scumbles, or scumbling,

them and make them look
and white
seen through a scum, and hence

passes over distances to soften
further back.

It is almost impossible in black

to represent a

drawing as

the reason

why very few

attempt effects
always the danger of
destroying clearness of tone and the markings of the
objects.
Many pen artists are very skilful in concentrating
their blacks and whites
they know exactly where to put a

such as mists and

fogs.

artists successfully

There

is

;

blot of colour or

where

to leave

it

out

;

but this

is

altogether

a personal quality.

A

mechanical method

much

in

favour with the French,
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called Tint, is widely used to supply a sort of half-tone.
It is

a dotted grey, which,

is

applied by an inked engraved

sheet of gelatine by the engraver. It

is useful, if

judiciously

up unpleasant white spaces and to give the effect
of a wash (Ex. 9).
Time and trouble are often saved
the artist who relies on tint where he wishes the tint put

used, to

fill

;

he scores the part of his original drawing with blue
pencil or paint, which is a well-understood indication to the
engraver.
Tint is apt, though, to produce an unpleasant
dull grey and misty appearance, and its excessive use is to be
in

The

portion of Ex. 16 is of
Another method of obtaining colour is
what is termed " Splatter- work." A tooth-brush is dipped
in the ink, and after covering up the parts of the drawing
which are not desired to be splashed, it is drawn across
a comb, splattering a sort of rough, irregular rain of ink
and giving the surface of the paper the appearance of
rough canvas, as if drawn over by crayon.
avoided.

this

character.

stippled-looking

—

XLhe

Ibuman

FOEESHOKTENING

The human
if

ifiQure.
AnATOMY.

figure is difficult to draw,

the artist has not

more

especially

made some independent attempts

from conventional copies and models. At first it
by the student in outline.
A good beginning

is
is

apart

drawn
made

by learning to draw the skeleton in different attitudes.
Then the student may cover the skeleton with flesh, and
later with flesh and clothing.
Plaster and other casts of
the human figure are easily obtainable, and practising from
such is known as " drawing from the round." Charcoal and
chalk is excellent material with which to practise.
The study of antique statues is the usual method by
which the artist initiates himself into figure-drawing. The
great difficulty, of course, is to acquire a knowledge of the
numerous perspective changes which the figure undergoes.
It is usual in practice for the beginner to start from a figure
which represfents the perfection of the human form.
Such
perfection is not to be found in nature, and it is rarely to be
found except in symbolic compositions, but though arbitrary
it is extremely useful as a study.
In form and expression
there are countless varieties of human beings. Every variety
is a departure from the classical standard
the perfect form
of man or woman which the amateur illustrators of sensational novelettes are fond of aping. The knowledge of the
classical or perfect ideal form is chiefly useful because it

—

helps the artist to distinguish variations

—to appreciate the

THE HUMAN PIGUEE.
instance,

between the

and a squat Laplander.
The proportions of the

classical figure

difference,

a purely

for

artificial

way by
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Belvedere

Apollo

were

down

laid

in

length of the whole figure

Here the
is divided into eight parts.
One
the body as far as the fork and

goes to the head, three to

Vitruvius (Ex. 18).

the legs, and four to the legs, divided in the middle just below
the knees.

The

presumed to reach
the hip-joint and
knee
the length of the hands to
equal the length of the face and the

tips of the fingers are

half

way between
;

;

feet

should be one-sixth the length

the body.
Only a phenomenon
would possess such proportions exactly. In nature, as a rule, the head

of

is

larger, the fork of the legs lower

down, and consequently the legs and
It is an indisputable
feet shorter.
fact that an average man approaches
or approximates nearer the form of
the ape than that of the classical
figure.

It should

always be kept in mind

that the form of infants differs essentially

from that

of

Young

adults.

people have no sharp shadings.

childhood the head

pared with that
Ex.

18.

different

and
If the student

In

large as com-

and the
body shorter

of the adult,

members

of the

thicker.

can manage

it,,

drawing from the nude at some
practice.

is

a regular course of figurelife

school of art

Nevertheless, as a training-ground

is

capital

nothing

is

—
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better than using every opportunity of drawing figures both

from everyday life and from memory. In every case the effort
should rather be to catch the character the essential points
of the subject
than to make a pretty sketch. Copying the
figures of first-class artists is very useful
but it must be
within limits, because too much of that sort of thing utterly
stunts imagination and self-dependence.
The method of drawing from the living model in the
studio is thus. The model is set in a light where the shadows
are decided, because the stronger the contrast between light
and shade the easier is the student's task in working out such
important details as the expression of the countenance and
A model is a mere object
ilie formation of the muscles.
around which light and shadows display themselves. The
student looking at a human being soon notices a darkness or
shadow falling down the side of the nose, under the upper
Up, brows, chin, where the hair is curling or parting, where
the cheek is rounding away from the light, etc. He has
first to consider the general sweeping lines of the figure
his knowledge of the pose and proportions of the skeleton
A model in marble is, of
will aid him enormously in this.
course, perfectly rigid, and copying it only is of little value
to those who desire to represent the living, moving figure.
In drawing from the living figure the student first marks
on his paper the place and proportion of space his copy is to
occupy. The usual custom is to hold up the pencil .between
the model and the eye, shutting the other eye. As you
measure with one eye, you dot off points on the paper to
mark the measurements. The model is placed usually about

—

—

;

20

feet

away, and,

of com-se, the effect of placing the eye at

difterent heights relative to the figure is to produce different
results.

The student may begin by drawing a straight
down the centre of his paper, and across

pendicular line

perthis
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horizontal lines to denote the waist, knees,

a draped figure he will roughly indicate the

etc.

If

it

drapery.

is

In

working out the details he will experience a tendency to

make

the head of the figure too large, the legs too short,

and the

feet too small.

in proportion to the

The

feet are generally

human figure than most

much

larger

people imagine.

of the joints and minute
body or clothing, rules of perspective are useless
he must trust to his own observation of the
to the artist
model before him.
Although the older school of artists set much store by the
classical figure, the modern student is taught to regard
mainly the actual appearance of people, their attitudes,
Some artists can draw without
habits, age, and the like.
but this facility is usually the result of special
a model

In the matter of the thicknesses

parts of the

;

;

talent,

much

practice,

or assiduous copying of the figures

master draughtsmen, so that a habit is cultivated of
mechanically representing any type of figure from experience.
Almost every artist keeps a stock of studies or pictorial
notes commonplace books of heads, hands, feet, attitudes,
of

—

animals, backgrounds, foregrounds, either rapidly sketched

from nature or appropriated from the compositions of their
feUow craftsmen. These they use when suitable for their
purposes but the habit of catching a pose or expression;

falling,

striking,

crying, etc.

throwing,

running,

strugghng, grinning,

—should be cultivated by every beginner.

Such practice leads the student by easy and more or less
unconscious steps to the art of foreshortening, which is a
difficult part of perspective.
An object is said to be foreshortened

when you view

it

as

it

is

represented at an

drawn (Ex. 19) as
if opposite to the spectator, with an arm directed towards
him, that arm is said to be foreshortened. To foreshorten
oblique angle.

Thus,

if

a figure be
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anything

is

anything

else

often

more a guess or an

—the

right turn of

effort

of will

than

the curve at the right

moment is generally a mere chance. The degree in which
foreshortening exists depends upon the angles at which the
Thus, a long cylinder may be placed
objects are viewed.

^MPi):
Ex.

19.

its whole length is concealed, or so
you can see more or less of its length and

before the eyes so that
shifted that
surface.

For the purposes

of foreshortening the

human

figure

it is

desirable that the artist should not only be familiar with

way acquainted with
human frame, and undermuscles.
Some motions of

the skeleton, but also in some small
the internal configuration of the

stand the form and uses of the

the body are so exceedingly rapid and fugitive that they can

hardly be studied at

all

from

life,

but must be represented
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As a

according to theory based on anatomical knowledge.

matter of

fact,

the few artists whose work embodies this sort

of inspiration are systematically plagiarised

by even the best

of the professional draughtsmen.

by no means necessary

for the artist to become a
wants to have a general idea of
the structure of living creatm-es, so that he may be aided
in representing human beings and animals according to
their
positions,
movements, and emotions. Properly
speaking, the artist who consistently draws from Nature
has no business whatever with anatomy in its physiological
It is

He

anatomy.

specialist in

The artist's object in studying anatomy is in
order to discover with the utmost completeness how far
the bones and muscles influence the external form for

aspects.

;

instance, the appearance of the blood vessels in a person

intensely angry.

The consideration
artist's

scorn,

of the

attention to
jealousy, etc.

The countenance
expressions

may

the

—and
not

is

form and muscles

expressions

how

—

rage,

calls

the

envy,

grief,

they are to be portrayed.

the only source whence

be interpreted;

the

limbs and body in gesture must be noted.

the

of the

disposition

In studios

it is

usual to arrange draperies by means of what are called

" lay figures" (wooden contrivances with

free joints),

which

Figure drawing, as distinct from

are very useful for study.

mere

portraiture, is a very noble branch of art.
Sir Charles Bell, in his " Anatomy of Expression," points

out that " there
face, but that

and the
expression.

it

is

no inherent beauty in the normal human

consists entirely in the capacity of expression

harmony

shape. It will light

make

of

us forget

all

the features consenting

to

that

more consequence than
up features otherwise heavy it will
but the quality of the mind." To
D

Expression

is

even

of

;
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represent expression properly involves

much

detailed study

mouth, ears, lips, etc.
Numerous
useful text and copy-books are published, such as Philip's
" Anatomical Model " (shewing pictorially the human frame
the

of

and

its

nose,

eyes,

organs) and Dr. Marshall's " Proportionate

for Artists,"

where the student

may

negroes, Chinese, Arabs, sections of the limbs

poised in different attitudes.

This

is

physiognomy

discernment of the

and experience

is

artist

of

and the body,

a capital supplemental

To

study to the drawing from Nature direct.
difference in the

Anatomy

the heads

find

discover the

of individuals requires the

himself,

who from

his practice

apt to notice any deviations from his

Such matters

idea of a perfect figure and proportion.

as

the angles formed with the eyes and the mouth, a Httla

more

acute or obtuse,

as

the case

may

be,

the chin

advancing or receding, the high and low forehead,
immediately strike his observation. These variations show
the individuality of any particular person, and

mark

his or

her departure from the standard of proportion of other
people.
The majority of artists are wedded to one female
and one male face and figure. Their figure drawing is but
a variation of these.
fact.

A

glance at a

The novice will do well to note the
number of drawings by any of the

foremost pen-and-ink artists will enable any
see the

how

same type recurring again and

different the subject

Students

away from

may

observer

again,

to

no matter

be.

galleries, life schools,

and exhibitions

can procure photographic copies of good figure and animal
There are numerous excellent publications in
subjects.
connection with the South Kensington Schools, where
exercises from models are required to be executed without
measurement, although some artists think, with Albert
Diirer, that no artist could be a good workman without
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Students

who

desire to follow out the higher branches of figure drawing

would do well to consult Mr. John Marshall's "Anatomy
for Artists," Mr. J. A. Wheeler's "Book of Anatomy,"
" The Anatomy and
Sir
C.
Bell's
Philosophy of
Expression,"
J.
Lavater's
"Physiognomy," or
C.

Le Brun's

" Passion of the Soul."

Ex.

20.

Co0tume
The

ant) Drapers?.
of costume correct in
mainly a matter for the
who draws from a model of

delineation

all its

details is

fashion

artist,

after the

the material

itself,

student

freehand

of

manner

drawing.

of the

It

has

already been recommended as a good plan
to
it

draw the human

then draw

skeleton,

covered with muscles and

flesh,

and then

with clothing.
The artist proper
expected to draw in every detail

his

idea

Worth, of Paris.
of any costume

of

not

an

—

by a costumier say by
What he has to do is to

elaborate production

draw

is

or

clothing

were, strikes him.

—^how

the

The pen-and-

whole "get-up," as
ink artist very properly does not bother himself about
his object is to represent costume
details in this respect
and drapery by lines which explain and give the action
it

;

body underneath.
The student who follows the plan laid down in these
pages of comparing the result of what he attempts to represent with the manner in which competent draughtsmen
represent the same or a similar thing will soon discover
of the

Different artists have
he has many alternatives.
methods of disposing their lines, and it is open to
The
every artist to invent new methods for himself.
clothing in Exs. 2, 10, 14, 16, 19, 24, and 26 exhibits a

that

different

variety of expedients in technique.

One

artist

may use

tint.
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another outline, another silhouette, another shading, and
other varieties of treatment in the use of line and wash.

For costumes
illustrator

of a historical or

who has

fancy chara cter the

artist-

not the material in front of him must

models from some of the numerous publicawhich deal by illustration and description with these
subjects, such as the works of Planohe or other historian of
seek his
tions

costume.

arrangement, invention, Composition,
(Brouping.

When we

we

talk of a design

mean

usually

a figure or

drawn in outline, without relief being expressed by
and shade. The word " design " is frequently used in

subject
ligbt

the sense of a " study " or " sketch ;" that
first

is

to say, either the

draft of the picture about to be drawn, or

some sketch

All penintended to aid in the composition of a drawing.
and-ink artists and painters make " studies," or " sketches,"

They may be backgrounds,

or " impressions."

animals

foregrounds,

—anything, in

fact, which
meant ultimately to find its way into some drawing or other.
Not a few of the pen artists of to-day, the gifted amongst

faces, figures, trees, plants,

is

the others, are desperate " cribbers" or appropriators of the

work

They may

of others.

plagiarise a

background or a

foreground, a figure or a face, a bit from this drawing and

a bit from that. In fact, it is possible by judicious "cribbing " for one who cannot draw a line to make a respectable

drawing with a pair of scissors and paste. Such an amalgam
or patchwork picture would be made up of bits
a figure
from here, a background from there, and so on clipped
from different men's drawings, then pasted together, and
either first transferred by tracing to another sheet of paper

—
—

or reproduced, as

The

novice,

it

it is,

may

by process engraving.

again be mentioned,

incapacity

must not imagine that a

drawing

is

everything that

usually

work from

studies,

it

seems.

and

who

bewails his

finished pen-and-ink

Pen-and-ink

quite

artists

commonly they

—
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introduce into their dra^wings, not one, but several items
originally

drawn by other

artists.

Men must

naturally

base their work to some extent upon that which has gone
before, and hence the meanest of aspirants may accordingly
take heart of grace.

It is

equally open to the novice as

the pen-and-ink artist of established reputation to glean

—

Continental, English, American
and to provide himself with photographic reproductions of
Academy, the different National Gallery and Salon pictures.
If he is not a genius, and lacks the independence and the
originahty to make all his studies from Nature or his own
invention, he will possibly imitate and copy
in doing so he
may console himself, because it would not be an easy matter
to find any considerable number of pen-and-ink artists who
do not do the same systematically. There are pen-and-ink
artists of repute who could not draw decently a chair, if you
put one in front of them, and furnished them with pencil and
paper.
Others, apart from the assistance given to them by
their " studies " or their scrap-books, would be unable to
draw a' face, or a figure, or a room, or a landscape, or any-

the illustrated papers

;

_

thing else showing artistic quality.

It is a great advantage

do without such subsidiary aids, but, on the
other hand, there is no disguising the fact that scarcely one
pen artist in a dozen, in the earlier stages of the work certainly, has ever succeeded in being his own. inventor and
draughtsman at the same time.
Sir Joshua Eeynolds, speaking of painters
and the
remarks apply to pen artists also says: "When they
to be able to

—

—

conceived a subject they

first

made

—

a variety of sketches,

then a finished drawing of the whole, after that a more
correct drawing of every separate part head, hands, feet,

—

and pieces
after

all,

drapery then they painted the picture^ and,
retouched it from life. The pictures thus wrought
of

;

—
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with such, pains

and as
blow."
pains.

now appear

like the effect of

enchantment,

some mighty genius had struck them off at a
The moral of this is that even a genius has to take

if

An

ordinary pen-and-ink artist can hardly do

less.

an artist is the way he conceives and
selects his subject.
There are tolerably few artists who
have good inventive power but many who, without having
any to speak of, can set things forth in a very captivating
way. The pen artist, when he does not take his inspiration
from drawings or paintings he has seen, must trust to his

The invention

of

;

power of perception as to what is capable of being represented.
Having got his idea, his next advance is the arrangement of
the subject he may decide upon that is to say, the manner
in which he places together the parts of it, or, in other words,
how he will work it out. He will have to consider and a
glance at the works of other pen-and-ink artists who have
trod the same paths will enable him to make up his mind
the disposition of the light and shade, of balanced blocks of
colours, of groups, of single figures where he will place this
and where he will contrast that, where he will mass his
" blacks " and where he will dispose his " whites."
He has
a principal idea in his mind, and his aim now is how he will
;

—

;

arrange the accessories about
artistic results.

composition

;

And

that

is

it

thus he
to

say,

in order to produce the best

is

half
in

way

in the process of

the general structural

arrangement of his proposed drawing. In this connection
he will think out those parts which he knows are more important than others, and represent them accordingly. Every
person, of course, sees a subject or object in his or her
it

is

way;

here where one's taste and judgment comes in to

advise and initiate.

When

That

is

the personal quahty.

he knows what he wants to represent, the artist
begins to put his ideas into execution.
The execution

'

ABEANGEMENT, INVENTION, COMPOSITION, ETC.
is

often

of

it,

called

and

'

it

out

the handling of the work,

indicates

the

manner

in
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or the style

which the

artist

He may

produce a soft and
finished, a careful, a stiff, a bold and dashing effect.
If he carries his peculiar handling too far, if he has an
brings

his

ideas.

extravagantly studied

work,

it is

finish,

a mannerism

his subject be one in

or eccentricity, or dash in his

— something to be avoided.

which there are several

Should

figures or

objects, he must consider the grouping of them—how they
can be placed in contact with each other for the purpose of
forming a single mass. Naturally, the figures and objects
which are most important will be made most prominent,
but the scattering of objects may sometimes replace
grouping.
The study, however, of good work and drawing
from groups in Nature will clear away most of the difficulties which this important matter presents.
The artist's
taste and judgment will enable him to produce harmony in
his drawing it is important, in the matter of light and
shade, that one part should agree with another.
Thus, a
perfect drawing of an object, say a wheelbarrow, is not a bit
artistic or interesting but surround it with light, and shade,
;

;

and the effect is vastly different.
'photographer "touches up" his photographs.

and

colour,

artist,

Even the
It is for the

should his subject not be presented to him in an

interesting way, to supply interesting items in order to

make

His study, and practice, and
taste, will enable him to select a good point of view,
the essentials that he must accentuate, the unnecessary
The best of
and redundant facts that he should omit.
painters would
not make any scruple in removing
some jarring feature from a subject they were painting.
Were it a landscape, and a tree would either improve

up a

the

delightful

appearance

whole.

if

put

in,

or,

if

there

already,

when
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removed, they would, without hesitation, in the one case
put the tree in, and in the other leave it out.
Thus it will be seen that every artist does and must
introduce in the progress of his work some degree of trickery,
of imagination, of thinking out, of cautiousness.

Too much

the direction of commonplace, or a mere imitation
of Nature, stifles imagination and originahty.
Everybody

effort in

—most

people,

any way

—can

think;

thinking piotorially that makes the

it

is

the faculty of

artist, either in

words or

in drawing.
It
of a

may

be regarded as a general rule that the two sides
drawing should nearly balance each other either in

interest or in mass, that is to say, appearance, or in both

combined.
Much, however, depends on the subject.
Anachronisms in costume, etc., should be avoided, of course.
Unless in a comic sketch, it would be silly to represent, say,
Julius Gsesar in a tall hat, or Cleopatra in a Bond-street

costume. The aim of all composition is to have one chief point
of interest,

and

drawing at

least

artist will find that

some

for the better balance of the

one minor point of

interest.

The

group are ships and boats on the sea.
on the water, the form of the
waves when rough, and the reflections when smooth, lend
themselves easily to the arrangement of lights and shades.
On the other hand, night scenes, darkened distances, fogs,
of the easiest things to

The

sails

and the

and

hulls, the light

like require considerable study.

Ex.

21.

Xanbscape anb Hrcbitectural 2)rawina.
It

is

usually said that landscape drawing requires

The reason

skill in technique.

little

of this is that the artist

has

to deal with rocks, hills,

and the

trees,

no

like,

one would

and

expect

that these objects could

be drawn with matheaccuracy.
matical
General fidelity to the
landscape is considered
sufficient

possible

it

;

not

is

do any
This would be
to

more.
found out

the moun-

if

and
were
measureof
capable
ment; in such a case
the drawing or painting
of the landscape would
be out in perhaps every
rocks,

and
and

one of

its

tains,

The
and

clouds,
trees

proportions.

artist of

landscape

Ufe

still

must

almost altogether trust
a minute
to his eye

Ex.

22.

;

knowledge of the laws of perspective would probably
be a burden to him. What he draws is permanent and
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A figure draughtsman can move Ws models
about and place them or observe them in different attitudes.

stationary.

'\fi^

^

Y

AK^->
'-''-

Ex.

The landscape
mountains.

He

artist

23.

cannot move his meadows and his

aims at producing something picturesque.

LANDSCAPE AND AEOHITEOTUEAL DRAWING.
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He allows his imagination play; in fact, he "improves"
nature according to his own feeling, and hence, in a drawing
which belongs

you

to the picturesque school,

will find great

variety of line, strong effects of light and shade, or drawing

by "spots," and much exaggeration.

It is the custom to
put in a landscape drawing a figure or two too many
figures spoil the effect.
These figures are usually human
;

beings or cattle, and

it

is

difi&cult

them unless they are on the
spot, the

tendency

for the artist to insert

spot.

small or too large.

The

they are not on the

If

of the artist is to

make them

rules of perspective

accurate result, probably

either too

would give an

but landscape artists rarely call
they rely on their judgment mostly, and
adopt the excellent plan of comparing the figure they wish

them

to their aid

to introduce to

can appraise

;

;

some

—say a

object in the distance

whose

size they

tree.

Landscape artists in these days of photography would not
take the Hberties with Nature for which their predecessors

—

—

Turner, for example were noted.
Of course, it is not
always desirable to draw a landscape as it is seen.
This is
the reason why the artist frequently alters the grouping of
objects, or removes from his drawing objects before him
which would interfere with his composition. For effect, an
extreme distance is sometimes introduced, and if the

landscape in

make

it

An
artist.

known

itself is

not sufficiently interesting, features to

so should be added.

architectural

In

draughtsman

is

a sort

pen-and-ink work one sees

as photographic drawing; that

of

much

is

landscape
of

what

is

to say, drawings

which architectural are combined with artistic features.
There is nothing in Nature at all like these drawings but
they are clear and picturesque, and hence popular. Supposing
you took an architect's mathematically correct drawing of a
in

;
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building and surrounded

it

with

artistic accessories,

such

and fields, a vignette of foliage or trees, and the
hie, you would have such a drawing; it is simply a
builder's elevation with tricky effects of light and shade and
a sky-line added.
Such drawings may be seen in some of
They consist of dots and scratchy
the illustrated papers.
lines, shadows and lights that never occur in nature.
The
effect is pretty and popular, but such drawings are really
not art. A study of this sort of work will teach the student
much he will soon be able to detect the spurious from the
artificial, the merely picturesque from the truly artistic.
as trees

;

fl^tr/^

Decorative anb Symbolic art.

HBEE

is a department of penand-ink work whicli concerns

itself

with ornamental

deco-

ration rather than illustration

pure and simple.

The

artists

produce much
picturesque drawing, designed
mainly as enrichments for
books and other purposes.
in

this

What

line

are

called

were originally
Vignettes were

vignettes

of this

order.

the

capital

letters in the ancient manuand so called in consequence of their being
frequently ornamented with flourishes and designs after
the- manner of vine branches.
The ornaments with
which printers embellish the pages of books are of this
order, and all kinds of drawings and engravings which
scripts,

are not

enclosed within a definite border are generally

described as being in vignette.

The

best

sources of inspiration for students

who

possess

the taste for decorative work are the charming designs, full
of fanciful invention, to be found in the mediaeval MSS.
Accuracy of figure drawing is not to be expected here, nor
is it very necessary, because where figures are introduced
they are meant to be quaint and fantastic. Cupids and

;

64
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arabesques

of

abound

sorts

all

some

in

types

of

ornamental drawing.

The

decorative

work

of

much

the Japanese has been

The

resorted to of late years.

curious birds, fishes (Ex. 21),
flowers, reptiles, oddly put together, are delightful to the

and often absurd to the common taste. They are
called " Japanesques."
There is a curious kind of

artistic,

now

curvature in Japanese

which

examples

lines,

peculiarly

is

work may be

this

of

and a wildness

in their use

Sketch-books

interesting.

purchased

High Holborn, London.
The scope for decorative art is by no means

with

from Mr.

Batsford, of

books.
istic

Strictly speaking, this

branch

Hence we

vision treated decoratively.

confined to

of art is impression-

find

in a

it

symbolic form, which represents such abstract fancies as
Time, and Death, with appended quotations from the Bible, or
Shakespeare, or elsewhere, the whole enclosed possibly in

a

border sometimes fantastic, sometimes a jumble of
and nondescript ornamental styles, and rarely really

itahcs

artistic

or

much

appropriate, however

arch86ological

detail

symbolic-decorative

or
art

curly

looking

over-loaded with

meaningless

is

Much

patterns.

and

entirely

and serves the cheap purpose of mystifying
simply a muddle of decorative elements mixed into a

unintelUgible,
it is

silly inextricable

which

is full of

sort of thing

is

Decoration

whole.

Lettering

is

added

frequently

grotesque and unreadable characters.
to be avoided.

may employ any

style

ordinary and conventional method

is

or all styles.

This

The

to introduce dehcate

branches of leaves and scroll work with dotted and linear
The Indian wood-carvings present a wealth of
borders.
detail to the decorative artist

.and bold invention

;

the

;

Japan furnishes much

German and Gothic

cult

free

devotes

DECOEATIVE AND SYMBOLIC AET.
itself

Wall decorations

places

often

artistic

judgment.

and

the hoardings, the work

by

and Willette

Hx

plates, or

examples

of

suchlike

misapplied

taste.

Ex.

Vallotton,

geometrical

has an extensive field for the
In the matter of posters

artist

exercise of discretion

intricate

museums and

in

hideous

exhibit

The ornamenting

for

and

luxurious foliage

to

patterns.
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is

24.

of Cheret,

excellent.

Eops, Grasset,

Designs

Libris, as they are called, are

much

for

in

book

demand

These are made interesting by fanciful and

collectors.

symbolic designs, or in the form of heraldic emblazonments
in

any

style

—Eococo,

Gothic,

Italian,

Modern Greek,

and quaint lettering of the old English type is
much employed in connection with them. The best
results of decorative art are found in book ornaments, such
Japanese,

etc.,

as borders, tail-pieces (Ex. 22), pictures inserted in ornamental frames, border or initial letters, and the thousand and

one odds and ends
publications.

designing

of

of

enrichment which distinguish well got-up
tolerable work has been done in the

Some

heraldic

emblems,

trade-marks,

pottery,
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lace and needlework, costume, gold
and metal-work generally. For those

porcelain, furniture,

and

silversmiths'

who

care to pursue these subjects in a wider

—

field,

the

following works may be recommended
Owen Jones's
" Grammar of Ornament," or L. Forman Day's text-books
:

of "

Ornamental Design."

QU^, Sea, anb Sbips.
A GLANCE at many pen-and-ink
drawings will show that the sky is
often represented
merely by a
straight line. (Ex. 20).
Geographicspeaking, the horizontal or sky-

a'lly

is that, which divides the sky
from the sea or land. As a matter of

line

fact, it is

impossible for the pen-and-

ink artist to deal properly with the

sky it is out of his sphere. Hence
he generally indicates it by drawing
a horizontal line and allowing the white paper to repre-sent the rest, or by putting in tint.
There is considerable
difficulty in dealing with the clouds..
The student should
understand cloud forms, as the cirro-cumulus, etc., with
their modifications.
For artistic purposes the clouds, if
represented, should be usually grouped in masses, and
An interesting
not scattered all over the sky (Ex. 9).
sky is usually called a cloudscape, but if it is at all
Ex.

;

25.

comphcated

—many

the

best

of

pen-and-ink

leave

artists

it

them, indeed, in such a case resort to
the somewhat mean artifice of tint, a few representative
alone
lines,

or

horizontal

of

compromise
line.

The

should be noted (Ex.

by

falling

direction
23),

back
of

on

the

simple

the streaks of rain

and such phenomena

as fogs are best treated in black and

of nature

white after the

B 2

;

68
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manner

of Exs. 11, 19

and

A simple

24.

sunset sky is com-

by a few simple

paratively easy to represent

lines

near the

Of course, where there are bright clouds or sunrays, it is necessary to make the sky dark enough in order
that they may have their proper value in such a case, the
highest light should always be put in first. A mass of
white (Ex. 20) suf&ces for sunshine, and moonlight is
fairly well depicted after the manner of Ex. 24.
horizon.

;

Where a

river scene is depicted,

the conventional habit
in a white

Water

is

sail

not

and

to bring

is

its reflection.

difficult to represent

and 25); but in
artist
must remember that he must allow for
the reflection of the sky and the
objects on land, and the power
(Exs.

6,

9,

15,

studying

it

the

way
when

of refraction (or the

of

light

from

the

thing

An

varies

atmosphere

else)

artist

rarely
of

somewater.

represents

the

an object

—say

—

on water.
with giving

a boat

passes

it

into

possessed by

shadow proper
tent

the course

He
its

is

con-

reflection

6 and
appear

Eeflections in perfectly smooth
27).
always the same depth below as the
height of the object above the surface of the water (Ex. 15)
in other words, the boat or other object in such a case
should appear as if exactly reversed downwards below the
Should the water be rough, the
surface of the water.

(Exs.

water

reflection is elongated or

water,

indistinct

and

drawn out along the
dotted-looking

(Ex.

surface of the
15).

Wet

SKT, SEA,

AND

SHIPS.
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reflects objects in the same way as the surface of
smooth water.
For drawing marine subjects, the student should naturally
understand ships and the sea;
he
should
make his studies

sand

about

dockyards,

wharfs,

sea-

coasts and oUffs.

Unless not only
the construction of boats, but
the effect of
the water and
wind on them, is a familiar mat-

ter to the

of hints will avail.

choppy

27.

Eain (Ex.

25),

wind, fog (Ex. 26),

snow, and the like are in the main only
The study of such phenomena in nature is the

seas,

suggested.

Ex.

draughtsman, no amount

best lesson possible.

;

^reee, IRocfie, (Braee, ficlbs, iBtc
Theee

are any

may

artist

by which the pen
Tricky methods are
systematically adopted, although a resort to

not to

be

such

often

is

amount

of

artifices

represent natural objects.
" style."

called

botanical knowledge

is useful.

For drawing trees some
The usual practice is to

study them without their leaves

pen

artist ignores

as a matter of fact, the

;

the leaves and draws the stem, unless he

is

designing a Christmas-card or some special floral decoration
otherwise, suggestion and nofrdetail

is sufi&cient.

looks at a tree in Nature will find that
less

a

pyramidally in branches or leaves.

number

of trees.

effectiveness is to

AU

draw

at first sight (Ex. 28

it

Anyone who

masses more or

It is the

same with

that the pen artist can do with any
their general shape as they appear

and

29.)

made

He

must remember, however,

flat.
Beginners have a
lamentable tendency to forget that there are branches of
the tree they may be drawing coming towards them. Such

that a tree

is

not to be

branches are the most

to look

difficult to

draw, more especially

the tree or trees are in the foreground of your picture

;

if

even

Nature the trees in the distance look flat, and should be so
in pen and ink.
Eocks and masses of earth are unlike water, rain and
wind—fixed. Besides, they are very varied in form,
and the utmost that can be done is to indicate them.
It is a good thing to know something about the causes
and composition of rocks, just as it is a good thing for figure
draughtsmen to know something about the anatomy of the
in

drawn

'

TREES, EOGKS; GRASS, FIELDS, ETC.

human

body.

It is a

common

71

who

practice for artists

drawing anything at a distance to half close the eyes.

Ex.
effect of this is that it enables

of the object in its

and highest

are

The

28.

him

to get the general

scheme

hght and shade and the points of lowest

tones.

Ex.

Sand requires a

29.

careful study of "tone;"

variety than snow, but

it is

quite usual for

it

pen

has more
artists to
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snow as they represent the sky, by
Ploughed fields and furrows should be
drawn irregularly and as to grass, it would, be obviously
impossible to draw every blade you see.
You can only
indicate it (Ex. 28), and if you resort to "tint" you should set
In the case of
it off with a few defty-placed ink strokes.
flowers, and the like, all that is necessary is suggestion.
Of course, if they are drawn for a specific purpose they
should be represented leaf by leaf.
represent both sand and

a white space.

;

©tber
Pen and

ink

"lUscs of

Drawing.
much work which

extensively used in

is

Of this nature
medrawing for many

ordinarily cannot be described as artistic.
is

the

drawing

chanical

purposes

maps,

of

geometrical

engineering,

—

and

^builders'

and the

examinations,

graphical

inventors'

calculation in

specifications,

army

however,
distinct branches of mathematics, and such instruments as

dividers,

set squares,

like.

scale

All

of these

are,

and protractor are absolutely

necessary.

hardly be called mechanical.
of a piece of country usually
made by an officer or non-commissioned officer with a view
to giving their official superior such information as is
needful for military operations. For
such purposes
ordinary maps are almost useless, because they are on too
small a scale, and consequently, by necessity, the details
Military

A

is

these draughtsmen to

on the basis
which means
is

map

It is

that 63,360

inches,

fraction, E.P. ^jiJto,

or

represented by one inch on
it

is

the custom of

make "Eye sketches," and they work

of this representative

The introduction
a section of

a

wanted are omitted.

particularly

ground,

can

sketching

military sketch

of "relief

shown

maps,

"

one

mile on the

a military map.

by which a country or

in its proper proportion as regards

height and extent, has materially facilitated the work of
-

military sketching.

There

is

much demand for pen and ink work for
Mr. WiUiam Morris and Mr. Walter

industrial purposes.
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Crane

have

set

the

fashion of

artistic

advertising

in

and even Eoyal Academicians do not disdain a
commission from a manufacturing or retail firm. The
immense number of designs necessary for the railway
companies, publishers, and the like, may easily be
imagined. M. Ed. Sagot, of Paris, has published a marvellous
catalogue of pictorial posters and designs which is of enormous

business,

value to every student.

Caricature.

The peculiarity of caricature-drawing is that every
appearance of effort or care must be excluded, although
the objects are not to be represented falsely. The aim of
a caricature is to represent in an extravagant way the
and habits of a person. To
do this the artist must exaggerate, even to the extent of
making his subject grotesque the fact that there is a germ
of truth behind the caricature separates it from being
mere vulgar abuse.
A caricaturist need not necessarily be very skilled in. drawing a general knowledge of the human form and its movements, with good powers of observation, are the chief items
features, passions, the defects

;

;

of his

stock in trade.

All sorts of incidents suggesting

caricatures are constantly occurring around us.

the caricaturist

is

to ridicule the vices of the

The duty of
day and in a

humorous way to represent questions and fads of the time
concerning which pubhc opinion is excited or interested.
The beginner in this branch of black and white art, which
is

developing to an enormous extent, should

know something

very ancient art. There
an example extant by the Egyptians. It is a burlesque on

of the history of caricature. It is a
is

miUtary

A

tactics,

and represents cats attacking a rats' castle.
of which caricaturists nowadays often

favourite device

to represent animals engaged in the
In the illuminated manuscripts of the
middle ages the practice is taken advantage of by representing heads of the most quaint and monstrous character.

take

advantage

business of men.

is

;
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On

missal-margins,

in

Church

in

many

and

initials,

signboards, stalls, entablatures,

gargoyles, the grotesque

was constantly displayed

forms, often obscene and horrible, often picturesque

fantastic.

Modern

caricature begins with Hogarth, about 1698. This

great artist did not

confine

himself to satire of merely

pohtical subjects, but lashed with his brush social vices of
all sorts.

caturists,"

Following him were Gillray, "the prince of cariand Eowlandson, who, under the guise of the

grossest exaggeration,

time.

In the work

attention

was paid

aimed at writing the history
of

this school

of

of their

caricaturists

to the hkenesses of the subjects,

often represented as monsters, and the treatment

little

who were

was some-

times brutal, violent and indecent. With the early part of the
19th century a change took place, which we owe to the two
Doyles, John and Eichard, father and son, the latter being

the designer of the cover of Punch, and Cruickshank, whose

ambition was, hke Hogarth's, to show us the social vices under
the form of " moral comedies." It may be said that English
caricature as

we now know

it

begins with these.

Leech, Tenniel, and Du Maurier have continued in the
line of the Doyles
they have eliminated the coarseness and
introduced delicacy and refinement.
Their object is to

—

excite

contempt or ridicule, but, in so doing, to raise a smile.
represent a prominent statesman by an

They would hardly

odious figure of the devil, the cloven hoof covered with
a dainty shoe, as their predecessors would have done. A
return to the more robust style of the older caricaturists

made by Pellegrini in Vanity Fa/ir,
Harry Furniss, F. G. Gould, and many of the Continental
and American draughtsmen. They give special prominence

has, however, been

they wish to represent
they draw their victims in an exaggerated manner, so as to

to the peculiarities of the objects

OAEIOATUEE.

produce a ludicrous

effect
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without essentially destroying the

likeness, thus carrying out the original idea of caricature,

and avoiding, but not always, the element
is

often said, with

much

a bad draughtsman

truth, that a

of grossness.

It

good caricaturist makes

but since the introduction of process,

;

and improved methods
work in both respects

of colour printing,

—

some remarkable

technique and caricature

—

has
been done. There is a catalogue of satirical prints and
drawings in the British Museum, which forms a mine of
suggestion to the student and much of the work in Punch,
and other English illustrated pubHcations, in the FUegendein
Blatter and Klatteradeiotch both German publications
Puck and Judge, American papers with coloured caricatures,
may be studied to much advantage. All comic drawing and
there has never been better work of the sort than we have
For caricature
nowadays is of the nature of caricature.
pure and simple, skill in technique is not so important as
powers of observation, knowledge of character, and
familiar acquaintance with what is going on in the world.
It is the draughtsman's duty to grasp the characteristics of
in

;

—

;

—

—

his person or subject,

exaggeration, and

and devote

humour

all his capacities of satire,

to set

it

forth

by

his pencil.

There is a tendency to revive the old-fashioned method of
employing inscriptions issuing from the mouths of the
figures, or in the

way

of attaching to

them

labels to explain

a clumsy device a good caricature
should generally tell its own tale without such aids. It is
open to the caricature draughtsman to parody any of the
the meaning.

This

is

;

methods or styles of the more legitimate artistic styles.
Thus the stiff angular figures in stained-glass windows,
gesso- work, designs with strong borderings, and so on, may
be imitated to great advantage.

process jEngravlna.
The

art of

development

photography has been accused of injuring the
dramng and lithography the

—

of water-colour

chalk branch, at least

;

and it

is

said that chromo-lithography

will have to stand aside when we once know how to produce
photographs in colour.
Through it drawing in crayon,

miniature, charcoal, pastel, and in "sanguine" or red chalk,

has come in for a share

of neglect,

and undoubtedly the

beautiful art of engraving on wood, in a commercial

any

way

at

has been to a large extent superseded 'through the
influence of the camera.
In the case of a wood engraving,
rate,

the artist either draws his picture direct on the

wood block,

photographed from the drawing on to the
block to the required size. The wood-engraver then begins
He cuts away with his tools those
to carve his block.
parts that are to come out white, and he leaves alone those
that are to come out black. Where the drawing is drawn
on the block the engraver is always in danger of cutting
away the design but where the drawing is made on paper,
and then photographed on to the wood, he can keep the
The parts of
original drawing in front of him as a guide.
the wood which he does not cut away when inked and
or the picture

is

;

printed give the effect of the original. If the original
is in "wash" he can only indicate the "wash" by

drawing

cutting the lines very close and "cross-hatching" by dots in
order to reproduce the proper tones. When' inked the
surface,

which

is

cross-hatched and dotted, will print greyer

than those which are

left

uncut, and thick lines which are
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will print blacker than those which are
narrow and apart from each other. All this work is done
by hand, and the skill required, and the time taken to do it,
make the expense of engraving on wood very great.
Besides, it sometimes happens that the wood engraver cuts

close together

away

in the blocks essential lines in the original drawing.

A wood

engraving

is

generally successful in printing

block wears well, and the result

is soft

;

the

and velvety.

It occurred to a Frenchman, M. Gillot, that a drawing
might as well be photographed on a metal plate, and
chemicals used to cut out, or rather eat out, the parts that
the engraver removes with his tools from the wood block.
This idea proved to be practicable, and it is known in its
accompUshed form as "Process Engraving."
There are
two leading methods of "process;" one is generally

Photo-engraving,

called

other Photo-gravure.

or

The

simply
latter

is

"process,"

and the

an expensive method,

which produces a result somewhat like etching.
The
drawing is photographed on a plate of copper, usually,
which is bitten into by acid and then, if necessary, worked
up by hand. The ordinary Process Engraving, which is
extensively used in connection with our illustrated publications, is similar, though much cheaper, in the working. The
pen-drawing is photographed down to the size to which it is
The negative of this photograph is transto be reduced.
ferred to a plate of zinc.

A

This negative cannot be dissolved.

passed over it, and those lines and spaces
which will come out black when printed are inked. The
zinc plate is then placed in an acid bath, and the chemicals
bite out the parts of the metal which are uninked and which
roller

when

with ink

is

printed will appear white.

When

the " whites " are

sufficiently carved, or eaten, or bitten out, the plate is taken

out,

and

it

bears on

its

face a reproduction of the original

so

PEN PIOTUEES.

drawing the size to which it is reduced, only reversed. It
is then mounted on a block of wood, and the whole is the
height of ordinary type, ready for printing.
Sometimes the
block is gone over with a roulette or a graver, to finish and
soften the lines, but excepting this the whole work is

A

mechanical.

block, or cut, or engraving, as

it is

variously

can be supplied, according to the quality,
at from threepence a square inch up to over one shilling.
called, of this sort

There are a number
plates,

of insignificant

mechanical imperfections

'

which are rapidly being amended. Bad
bad workmanship, bad originals, bad printing are

inherent in

'

'

process

'

at present the worst enemies to the progress of "process."

an uncommon thing to find the clearness and depth
produced in the engraver's proofs coming out
under the hands of the printer colourless and patchy.
There are numerous " processes " all of them subdivisions
of the two methods explained.
Some, Uke coUotype, take
their impressions from a swelled gelatine matrix; most of
them claim to embody special " trade secrets " by which the

It is not

of colour well

—

All, however, are a combination of
photography with mechanical engraving, and their extensive
use is due in no small measure to their cheapness as compared with wood engraving, and the remarkable rapidity
with which the work can be done.
In drawing for "process" it is well to remind the pen

results are produced.

artist

what he must

avoid.

If there are too

many

lines in

reduced they will all run together, and in
printing they will look hke a smudge. The process '' engraver
a sketch,

when

it is

'

'

requires that the lines should be open,

apart to allow one third reduction.

and sufficiently far
If on your original

drawing there are stains and spots, or details that you
do not wish to appear, all that is necessary is to
cover such with Chinese white; that will not affect th&

PEOOESS ENGKAVING.
reproduction.
ink, because

green, or

It is not
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even necessary to draw in black
red, brown, orange, and

by photo-process

any mixture

whom

of these, will

reproduce black.

should be mentioned are in no way
responsible for the new practice by which photo-engraved
Engravers,

Ex.

it

30.

A Wood

Ejsgeaving.

blocks are printed in different vivid- coloured inks, thus spoiling the values, allege that bad results are often produced
because the draughtsman is not careful in doing his work.
They profess their ability to reproduce perfectly any drawing with or vrithout reduction

—especially

by the

gelatine

PEN PICTUEBS.
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relief

process

—and in

tlie

case of half-tone drawings with-

out the necessity of cutting

away the

Ughts,

which

is

nearly

always necessary in process engravings from photographs.
It matters little to them whether a drawing is in pencil, ink,
crayon, or paint, or a combination of these.
They consider,
however, that the pen artist makes a mistake, from the
point of view of engraving, if he uses pale broad lines
for the distant work, because such print too strong and
Hence they recommend that the Ughter effects
black.
should be obtained by thinning the line.
Por pencil or
crayon work they find such materials as Maclure's grained
lithographic

paper, worked

upon by Wolff's dura'graph
Sharp lines they

pencils or Conte's chalks, to answer weU.

on rough paper without producing
a "rotten" effect when printed, and a paper too smooth
and enamelled makes the lines spread. The pen-artist must
necessarily consider, and try to meet the obstacles in the way
of the engraver and the printer.
find can rarely be obtained

"

art Criticism.
Steenb had a brilliant inspiration when he suggested Garrick,
the actor, criticised by means of a grammar and stop-watch,
the last new book measured by a plumb-line, and the epic

poem proved "to be out
when tried upon an exact
criticised

by the

in every one of its dimensions

scale of Bossu's.

Art cannot be

rules of mathematics, yet art students are

far too ready to be discouraged

by

critics

necessity of genius and the rest of

it.

who

talk about the

It is not

imcommon

to find students

who

•dusty canvases

in obscure corners of the National GaUery,

get cricks in the neck with prying into

who have contracted chronic catarrhs among the marbles
and casts of the British Museum cellars, giving up their
work in sheer despair because of the written babbhngs of
or

,

well-meaning but too candid

critics.

Sam SUck

put down his finger rather roughly when he
wrote " Sposin it's pictures that's on the carpet, wait till you
hear the name of the painter. If it's Eubens, or any o' them
'

old boys, praise, for
it's

a

criticise."
little

its agin'

the law to doubt

them

;

but

if

new man, and

By

the company ain't most especial judges,
"A
criticise the humorist means disparage.

out of keeping," says you.

"

He

don't use his greys

down well. That shadder wants
many a connoisseur.

enough, nor glaze

depth."

This cap fits
Everybody, be he painter or pen artist, or anything else,
must find a foundation somebody's work to copy and study.
There are not two original draughtsmen in half a century.
Pen-and-ink work, though an art of design in itself, occupies
F 2

—
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field

critics are

fond

—only

a limited

a corner of the sphere

The

of art.

who have

saying that only those

a special

work should concern themselves with black and
The same might be said with equal truth about a

the

call for

white.

person

of

who wished

The work

to learn to read or write.

the painter Eaphael has been held to mark
the high- water-mark of art in its " master " form. Whether
that

is

of

correct or not, after his time a flood of mannerism,

and stale repetition set in yet, notwithstanding,
the nineteenth century has seen work rivalling in every
excellence that of the old masters.
There is a pubUc in-

eclecticism,

;

which, however, shows signs of relenting, to
it has extended to pen-and-ink work. There is no reason why this

difference,

painting in this country, and to some degree

should affect the pen-and-ink student.

It is for

him

or her

to cultivate the faculty of seeing things pictorially and as

such to represent them, whether

or the more
must be said that penand-ink art is not profoundly understood by its critics.
It
has frequently been reckoned amongst the "imperfect arts,"
for pleasure

material object of remuneration.

because

it

of nature.

The

It

does not render with equal facility all the aspects

But exactly the same may be

enterprising student will find

much

said of painting.

critical

wisdom

to

attract his attention in such library books as Hammerton's
" Graphic Arts," Joseph Pennell's " Pen Drawing and Pen

Draughtsmen," and Charles G. Harper's "English Pen
Artists of To-Day."

•

final Ibints.
The pen artist who works for the illustrated publications
know that the tendency of editors and publishers is

should

to secure

pen drawings which appeal to a pubUc inclined to

sentiment and anecdote, or comic subjects.
It is only recently that a prevalent superstition about " finished " work
has been dispelled.
Elaboration of detail and niggling
technique are not required nearly to the same extent as

a few

years back. It is now recognised that there is all
the difference in the world between nigghng work and

broad

effects,

provided that neither interferes with the other.

As a complement to the reporter and the story- writer the
pen artist is acquiring more and inore commercial importance.
Drawing from photographs, making " thumb-nail " sketches,
and working up the rough and ready notes of other draughtmen, has become quite an industry. Owing to the dearth of
EngUsh designers, both for Press and industrial purposes,

we are greatly dependent on foreigners' skill. Unfortunately
the supply of capable pen artists is not equal to the dem.and.

—

Academy Figueb.

—This

is

the term which describes a

figure treated as a study perfectly accurate in
ing.

The lay

with the object
"

Academy"

its drawfrom which students draw, mainly

figures
of

studying the

human

form, are called

These figures are about haK the size
of life, and by necessity are posed in a somewhat artificial
attitude their main purpose is to furnish a lesson in the
figures."

;

The " Academy figure " is frequently satirised
It is by some considered
as " drawing from the dummy."
antique or otherwise
injurious to draw from such models

human form.

—

owing to the
the figures

fact that they furnish

no

inspiration,

and

are too frequently purely conventional, over-

emphasised, and unnatural.

AooESSOEiES.

—Anything in a picture which

is

independent

which might be regarded as imthe composition. Where the effect would be

of the principal object, or

essential to

naked

and

unfinished,

accessories

introduced

are

for

picturesqueness, or to contribute to the harmony and contrast, or to establish a balance between the masses in a

drawing or painting.
Action.

—The

effect of figures or bodies

which simulate

movement.

—

Accidental Lights. When a ray of light throws into
prominence the principal part of a picture, in order to preserve the tonahty, or gradations of tones,

it is

necessary to
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connect this luminous portion with the other parts.

Thus,
showing strong sunlight, the rays of light
conung through masses of foliage must not be neglected.
in a rustic scene

Aeeial.

—That

from the
between an object and the

part of perspective resulting

interposition of the atmosphere

eye of the spectator.

Animation.

—In

fulness of Hfe.
sort of

drawing

a

Applied

momentary

when

activity or "

represents

vigour

figures or scenes

dash"

and

exhibit a

in their motions.

—

Aechitectube. ^Deals mainly with exteriors, interiors,
and the general plan of buildings. Artists contend that in
its designs architecture
rarely shows the true artistic
quaUties.

Aeeangembnt.
Abt.

—

^A

— See

text.

general expression, but in the sense of design

divided into

such as sculpture, which presents
"in the round" of objects themselves, and (2) graphic, which by means of Hght and shade
gives us merely the appearance of bodies as they are
represented on a flat surface.
(1) plastic,

to us the organic forms

Attitude.
of

—The

body
momentary or

position of the whole

repose or immobility, either

It will be noticed, hence, that attitude differs

and

in a state

contiaued.

from gesture

action.

Bbeadth.
where there

—The idea
is

of simple arrangement of a subject
freedom from a superfluity of details. A

photographer must reproduce
camera. An artist selects.

all

the details in front of his

He

will not allow a multi-

and shades to dazzle or interfere with
each other, but by omitting unnecessary details permits the

plicity of lights
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lights to spread themselves over

the prominent parts of
the picture, so that the attention of the spectator may be

"Broad touch"
synonymous expressions.
arrested.

Beistol-boabd.

—Sheets

or

of

"broad

pencil"

are

drawing pressed together

into various thicknesses.

—

Cameea Lucida. An apparatus consisting of a glass
prism of four irregular sides, mounted on a brass frame
supported by telescopic brass tubes, with an eye-piece
furnished with a convex lens, through which a draughtsman
can see the point of his pencil and the paper upon
which he makes a tracing. It enables anyone unacquainted
with the art of drawing to copy or delineate any object
with great accuracy.
Chaeactee.

—A

quality

which every

artist

endeavours

embodies any pecuUarity of
expression, feature, or style in body, stature, sex, age, and
race which distinguishes one person from another.
to put into his drawings.

It

—

Chiaeo-Oscueo. Another expression
A picture formed by the gradations

shade.

Chinese White.

—White

for

Ught

and

of colour.

oxide of zinc, Uttle Uable to

change by atmospheric action or by mixture with other
pigments. It is much used to represent the white parts of
drawings, or to conceal blots or blunders.
CiiiOHi.

—^An

of a drawing.

mass

of

international expression for the "block"

A

Cliche

is

really the impression of a die in a

melted metal.

Composition.

—

—See

text.

Costume. Only an intimate knowledge of countries, their
history and customs, can furnish the artist with the

GLOSSAET.
vestments peculiar to any particular
and draughtsmen have committed
in costume.

89
class.

Many

painters

glaring improprieties

—See
— simple outline without shading.
Distance. —The extreme houndary
view in a
Ceoss-hatohing.

DiAGEAM.

text.

^A

of

In the art

picture.

of perspective, the point of distance is the portion

where the visual rays meet.

of the picture

See

text.

—

Deapeet. The outward surroundings of a figure, which
show the form and motion of the body, and sometimes
indicate the coming action

and movement.

—

Execution. The mode in which a picture is produced.
Sometimes called handUng, penciUing, manner, and the hke.

—

ExPEBSsiON. The change that takes place in a face or a
when under the influence of various emotions.

figure

—

Feeling. That quahty in a work of art which to the
eye of the onlooker depicts the mental emotion of the
artist.

—^Any representation
Geained Papees. — Specially

FiGUEE.

of the

human body

only.

prepared drawing papers,
"Scratch Away" papers, which
save the artist much time and trouble, and by the use
of which the cost of " hah tone " or wash blocks is reduced
about one-third.
They are difficult to work on, because
"
there is always the danger of producing a sort of " network
or "grain" instead of the correct tone, and of spoihng the
They have
half-tone by scraping their surface too deep.
the advantage of enabUng pure white spaces to be obtained,
whereas in the ease of a half-tone block pure white can
only be obtained by cutting away the metal surface after

sometimes called

Gillot, or

PEN PIOTUEBS.
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These papers have prepared
them, and the following
varieties may be procured. (1) Black diagonal lines, which
enable a wash drawing by the half-tone process to be
imitated. (2) Black straight Unes vdth a similar object. (3)
Black aquatint lines, giving a " splatter " surface. (4) White
diagonal or straight Unes used for special purposes. (5)
White aquatint lines, giving an appearance ,Uke ordinary
drawing paper. (6) Canvas grained with a rough surface.
the block lias been engraved.

surfaces already impressed on

—

Haedness. Applied to a drawing which is too mechanical
and lacking in deUcacy. An academic drawing from a lay
figure or model represents hardness rather than artistic
feeling.

Indian-papeb.

—A

sort of deUcate paper, something hke

which takes impressions
taking fine and first proofs.

fine tissue paper,

much used

for

Intaglio.

—^Figures

or

designs

depressed

surface of any material, as in seals.

It

easily.

below

is

the

It is exactly the

opposite of a cameo.

Ideal.

—That

artistic object.

upon

it,

some

"

Imagination.
mind's eye.

which represents an artistic idea, not an
The ideal goes beyond Nature! "improves

say, yet

—The

it is

founded on Nature.

faculty of forming

images

in

the

It is this that enables the artist to invent his

by the aid of his hands, eyes, and brains. It produces his motive, conception, invention, or creation it is a
combination of all that is governed by the spirituality of
subjects

the

—

artist.

Light.

—The

quality in a picture

—

which expresses the

luminosity of the atmosphere it is the main or principal
The accidental or secondary Ughts are those which
light.
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are offshoots of the

main

such as the rays

light,

of the

sun

darting through a cloud or between the leaves of thickets

and trees, or the

effect of

moonlight or candleUght, or burning

bodies.

Landscape.

—A general view

of

any portion

of the

open

country, not comprehending street architecture or views of
edifices merely.

Licence.

—Any

deviation, original or eccentric departure

from the ordinary rule enforced by a particular school
of art, or adopted as the result of peculiar education
or faculty.

—

Line of Beauty. The ideal line formed by a graceful
any sort. Hogarth estabUshed it as an ordinary curve.

figure of

Manneeism.

—The

manner

of

an

artist

is

his peculiar

mannerism is the
peculiar style carried to excess, such as to become a defect
All affectation and over-refinement in a
by overdoing it.
style

of treating the subject,

drawing

is

whilst a

a mistake.

—

Model. Any object imitated by the artist is a model,
although the .term is frequently used to express the hving
model, male or female, from which a figure is executed. In
sculpture the clay model is the original work, of which the
marble ef&gy

is

but a copy.

—

Motive. This is the spirituaUty in the artist himself,
which produces invention and creation. The motive of a
work of art may be commonplace low men, dignified, splendid, etc., according to the artist's

Oenament.

—Much

to enrich a subject.

way of looking at the matter,

unmeaning

This

is

detail is frequently

added

a perversion of ornamental art

which should, when introduced, have an appropriate and
intelligent purpose.
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Pencilling.

when

it

—A work

is

said to be excellently pencilled

medium has been

well finished, whether the

is

pencil, pen, or brush.

Pentagbaph.

—An instrument

copies of drawings.

It is a

for enlarging or diminishing

graduated bar with

a- point at

one end and a pencil at the other. The'picture to be copied
is placed beneath the point, which is carried over the outline,

and the pencil at the other end following the move-

ment, reproduces the subject to the size required.

—

Natuee. It is a moot point amongst artists whether
aU works drawn from Nature or inspired by Nature are more
beautiful and more poetical than all works drawn from or
inspired by Art.
Byron says, "Surely a ship in the wind is
a more beautiful and poetic object than a hog in the wind,
although the hog is all Nature and the ship all Art." And
Whistler,

who

contends that the

to his purposes,

and form

says,

artist

should apply Nature

"Nature contains the elements

in

keyboard contains the
notes of all music. To say to the painter that Nature is to
be taken as she is, is to say to the player that he may sit
upon the piano." Whistler illustrates this by making his
colour

of all pictures, as the

poems in colours and calling them " Nocturnes,"
"Symphonies," "Caprices," etc. Then he gives us the
shower of sparks from a burning house throvm on the dark
sky, the dim gleam of lamps through mist, and suchlike

pictures

excessively poetical idealising.

—

Plate-Papbe. A spongy paper manufactured expressly
from engraved plates. It takes the most delicate
lines freely, and is much used for photogravures of pen-andfor printing

ink drawings.

PoKEE-PiCTUEES.

somewhat

—These are a

sort of dry- wash drawings,

of the character of bistre

and

sepia work.

Wood
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charred to different degrees of intensity, and then the

various tints of a drawing are executed.

—

Pee-Eaphaelites. This name was adopted by modem
such as Holman Hunt, Millais, Eossetti, and many
others, and powerfully encouraged by Euskin, because they
looked upon Eaphael as "the first traitor to religious art,''
since he ideaUsed his creations beyond recognition, or, in
other words, produced an artistic illusion instead of following
Prior to the time of
closely Nature and natural things.
Eaphael, artists faithfully and accurately reproduced Nature,
" giving every fact its own full power, and every incident
and accessory its own true place," and the Pre-Eaphaelites'
theory of action is a rigid adherence to the old style of
rendering natural forms and effects uninfluenced by the
stereotyped style of any particular school of art. The contemporary method of art training is to encourage instead of
repressing the experimental spirit, and to disregard superThere is a general revolt against the
fluous academic rules.
conventional, and a substitution of the romantic for the
classical.
As to the results, our principal artists are accused
When not
of having lost the secret of the "grand style."
dabbUng in the region of history, allegory, and legend, they
are alleged to produce nothing nobler than a scene on a
lawn or a horse-race, and nothing typical of the stirring
events of the time or the national hfe. In water-colour
painting England is stiU in the front rank, and bids fair to
occupy a conspicuous place in Black-and-white art.

artists,

EouLETTE.

—^An instrument used by engravers to produce

a series of dotted

Eoooco.
is

lines

on a plate

—The name given to

common

or debased.

Where

for softening the effect.

any

florid

there

is

ornament which

lavish abundance of
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and shell decorations, pavilions, birds, fish,
thrown together, it is rococo, baroque, or considered by some bad taste in design.

details, of scroll

flowers, all

—

Eeposb. Artists say that a figure in supreme inaction
enjoys "repose" or statuesque dignity and simphcity. The

same may be

Scumbling.
SoAiiB.

however, of objects in action.

said,

—See

text.

—^Drawing to scale means the proportion

distance on paper

bears to the

size

of

a certain

the subject

it

represents, whether larger or smaller.

Seeies.

The story

—

^A

is

story told by pictures, instead of sentences.

told pictorially

and consecutively.

—

Steeeottpe. The method of printing usually followed,
which consists in first obtaining a cast, in plaster of Paris,
of the whole type, as set up by the compositor, and then by
melting metal into this cast obtaining another cast in

relief,

like joined type, to print from.

lightly covered

paper which

comb

is

—

A pen-and-ink method much in favour
draughtsmen.
A small tooth-brush is

Splattee-woek.
with' American

with ink, and when the parts of the drawingnot desired to splash are covered, a tooth-

it is

drawn

across the bristles of the brush.

The

result

a sort of rough, irregular tint, giving the drawing an
appearance like canvas or grairied paper.
is

Taste.

—The

power

of

of

expressing

or

appreciating the

Grace and beauty, and the avoidance
the low and mean, are the attributes which distinguish

finer qualities of art.

the person of taste.
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—A new instrument

which enables handand any sort of line work to be transmitted,
and reproduced any distance telegraphically. It consists in
writing, sketches,

a pentagraph attached to the usual telegraphic apparatus,

and

will

be invaluable for sending pictorial news.

WoEKiNG Deawings.
tally,

and

—Those which are made experimen-

from which ultimately
Working drawings made by
worked up and finished by another.

as a suggestion or guide

to produce a finished picture.

one person are often
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Artificial forcing of light, 41
Artists to copy, 10
Attitude, 87
Is

B.

Background,
Begin,

how

26.

Camera Luoida, 25, 88
Camera obscura, 25, 88
Caricature, 75
Books to study, 77

History of, 75
Chalk, working with, 24
Character, 87
Charcoal, working with, 24
Chiaro-osouro, 88
Chinese white, 88
Cliche, 88

Cloud-forms, 67
Cloud-scape, 67
Collotype, 80
Composition, 54, 56, 58

Copying

pen-and-ink drawings,
10
Correcting drawings, 28, 52
Costume and drapery, 52, 88
8,

Critical books to study, 84
Criticism, art, 83
Cross-hatching, 21

38

to, 7

29
Books to study, Anatomical, 50, 51
Blocking

C.

D.

in, 15,

Caricature, 77

84
Ornamental Design, 60
Critical,

Breadth, 87
Bristol-Board, 88

Decoration, style of, 64
Decorative art, 63
Design, 54
Ornamental, books to study, 66
Diagram, 89
Distance, 26, 38, 89

'
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INDEX.

Drapery and costume,

52, 88
Drawing-book, South Kensington,
12, 30, 40
Drawing, 12
Architectural, 59
Chalk, 24
Charcoal, 24
Copying pen-and-ink, 8, 10

Figure, human, 44
Proportions of classical, 45
Final hints, 85
Fixing limit of drawings, 27, 28

Foreground, 26
Foreshortening, 44, 47

Correcting, 28, 52

Fixing limit of, 27, 28
From the model, 13, 45, 46, 91
From the loand, 44
Half-tone, 24
Landscape, 59, 91
Line, 23
Marine subjects, 69
Materials for pen-and-ink, 34
Mechanical, 13
Other uses of, 73
Outline, 12, 22
Perspective,' 27
Photographic, 61
Eeduoing, 9, 19, 37
Sand, 71
Technical work of, 13
Trees, 70
Wash, 22, 24

Water monochrome, 24
Wood, 1, 9, 78

G.

Glossary, 86
Grained papers, 89
Grass,. 70

Grouping, 54, 56

H.
Half-tone drawings, 24
Half-tones, 39

Hardness, 90
Harmony, 57
Hatching, 21
Hints, final, 85
History of oaricatare, 75

How to begin,
How to draw

7
for process engrav-

ing, 80
to draw lines, 20
Human figure, foreshortening 44

How

Working, 95

E.

Etching, 15, 16
sketches, 73
Execution, 57, 89
Expression, 89

Eye

F.
Failure, Reason
Feeling, 89
Fields, 70
Figure, 89

Academy, 86

I.

Imagination, 90
" Impressions," 41, 54
Indian Paper, 90
Intaglio, 90
Invention, 54, 56
Isometrioal perspective, 31

of,

J.

Japanesqnes, 64
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INDEX.
L.

Landscape drawing, 59

Laws

of perspective, 30
Licence, 91
Light, 90
Accidental, 86
Artificial forcing of, 41
Lines, 19, 21
How to draw, 20
Line drawings, 23
Line of Beauty, 91
Linear perspective, 30

M,
Mannerism, 91
Many-lined method of outlining,
21

Marine subjects, drawing, 69
Materials for pen-aud-ink drawing, 34
Mechanical drawing, 13

Merged

line,

92
Pen-drawing, 15, 18
Pen-drawings, popular, 85
Pentagraph, 92
Perspective, 30
Aerial, 31, 87
Pencilling,

.

21

Middle distance, 26
Military sketching, 73

Model, drawing Irom the, 13, 45,

Isometrioal, 31

Laws

of,

30

Linear, 30

Eules of, 30, 31, 32
Simply Explained, 25
Technical, 30
Photo-eugraving, 79
Photographic drawings, 61
Photography, 15, 17
Photo-gravure, 79
Pictures, Poker, 92
Plate-paper, 92
Platinotypes, 18
Point of sight, 32
Poker-pictures, 92
Popular pen drawings, 85
Preliminary, 1
Pre-Baphaelites, 93
Process engraving, 1, 10, 79

How to draw for, 80
Proportions of classical figure, 45

46,91
Motive, 91

E.
*

N.

Beason of failure, 4
Reducing drawings, 9, 19, 37
Reflections on water, 68

0.

Repose, 94
Rooks, 70
Rococo, 93
Roulette, 93

Nature, 92

Ornament, 91
Other uses of drawing, 73
Outline drawing, 12, 22

Many-lined method
Simple, 21

of,

Royal Academy Schools, training
21

at,

12

Rules of perspective, 30,
P.

Painting, 15
Paper, grained, 89
Indian, 90
Plate, 92

S.

Sand, drawing
Sea, 67
Series,

94

of,

71

81, 32

100
Scale,

INDEX.
94

Tint, 38, 43, 67
Tone, 38, 39
Training
at
Schools, 12

Scumbling, 42
Shadow, 38
Ships, 67

Simple outline, 21
Sketch, execution
Eye, 73

Values

Trees, drawing
of,

Style of decoration, 64
art,

70

40

of, 39,

South Kensington drawing book,
12, 30,40
Splatter-work, 43, 94
Stereotype, 94
Studying from Nature, 6, 9, 13
Study of water, 68
Symbolic

of,

Academy

57

Sketching, military, 73
Sky, 67

System

Royal

68

to follow, 7

" Values" of a sketch, 39, 40
Vanishing point, 32
Vignettes, 63

W.

Wash

drawings, 22, 24

Washes, 19

Water monochrome drawings, 24
Water, reflections on, 68
Study of, 68

Taste, 94
'Technical

What
work

of drawing, 13

Telautograph, 95

art

is, 4,

87

Wood, drawing on, 1, 9,
Working drawings, 95
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Catalogue

of Practical Handbooks
Published by L. Upcott Gill, I'jo,
Strand, London, IV. C.

ANGLER, BOOK OF THE ALL-ROUND.

A

ComprehensiTe

Treatise on Angling in both Fresh and Salt Water. In Four Divisions,
as named below. By John Bickhedtkb. With over 220 Engravings.
In cloth, price 5s. 6d., by post 6s. (A few copies of a Labge Paper
Edition, bound in Roxburghe, price 25s.)

Angling for Coarse Fish. Bottom Fishing, according to the
Methods in use on the Thames, Trent, Norfolk Broads, and elsewhere.
Illustrated. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. cloth, 2s. («ncMt), by
;

post 2s. 3d.

Angling for Fibe.
for Pike or Jack.
Is. 2id.

;

cloth, 2s.

The most Approved Methods

Profusely Hlustrated.
(uncut), by post 2s. 3<J.

In paper, price

of
Is.,

Fishing
by post

Angling for Game

The Various Methods of Fishing for
Fish..
Salmon; Moorland, Chalk-stream, and Thames Trout; Grayling and
Char. Well Illustrated.
In paper, price Is. 6d., by post Is. Sd.;
cloth, 2s. 6d. (uncut), by post 2s 9d.
Angling in Salt Water. Sea Fishing with Bod and Line, from
the Shore, Piers, Jetties, Eocks, and from Boats ; together with Some
Account of Hand-Lining. Over 50 Engravings. In paper, price Is., by
post Is. 2d.

;

cloth, 2s. (wncut),

AQUARIA, BOOK

OF.

by post

A

2s. 3d.

Practical Guide to the

Construction,

Arrangement, and Management of Fresh-water and Marine Aquaria
containing Full Information as to the Plants, Weeds, Fish, MoUuscs,
Insects, &c.. How and Where to Obtain Them, and How to Keep Them
in Health. Illustrated. By Rev. Geegobt 0. Bateman, A.K.C., and
Eeoinai,!! a. E. Bennett, B.A.
In cloth gilt, price 5s. 6d., by post
5s.

lOd.

AQUARIA, FRESHWATER
Stocking, and Management.

man,

A.EI.C.

In cloth

gilt,

Their Construction, Arrangement,
:
Fully Illustrated. By Eev. G. C. Bateprice 3s. 6d., by post 3s. lOd.

AQUARIA, niARINE

Their Construction, Arrangement, and Manage:
Fully Illustrated. By E. A. E. Bennett, B.A. In cloth gilt,
price 2s. Sd., by post 2s. 9d,

ment.

AUSTRALIA, SHALL

TRY? A

Guide to the Australian
I
With two
Colonies for the Emigrant Settler and Business Man.
niustrations. By Geobge Lacon James. In cloth gilt, price 3s. Gd.,
by post 3s. lOd.

AUTOGRAFH COLLECTING: A

Practical Manual for Amateurs
and Historical Students, containing ample information on the Selection and Arrangement of Autographs, the Detection of Forged
Specimens, &c., &c., to which are added numerous Facsimiles for
Study and Eeferenoe, and an extensive Valuation Table of Autographs worth Collecting. By Hebkt T. Scott, M.D., L.E.C.P., &o.,
Eeotor of Swettenham, Cheshire. In leatherette gilt, price 7s. Gd., by

post

Is.

lOd.

BEES AND BEE-EEEFIXG:

By F. E.
Scientific and Practical.
Cheshire, F.L.S.,F.E.M.S., Lecturer on Apiculture at South Kensington.
In two vols., cloth gilt, price 16s., by post 16s. id.
160 C 12/94

Published hy L.
Vol.

I.,

Scientific.

A

Physiology o£ the Hive Bee.

Vol.

II.,

Upcott Gill,

complete Treatise on the Anatomy and
cloth gilt, price Is. 6d., by post 7s. lOd,

In

An ExhanstiTe
Practical Managrement of Bees.
In cloth gilt, price 8s. 6cJ., by post

Treatise on Advanced Bee Culture.
8s.

lOd.

BEE-KEEPING, BOOK OF.

A very practical and Complete Manual
on the Proper Management of Bees, especially written for Beginners
and Amateurs who have but a few Hives. Fully Illnstrated. By
W. B. Webster, First-class Expert, B.B.K.A. In paper, price Is.,
hy post Is. 2d. cloth. Is. 6(2., by post Is. 8d.
;

BEGOITIA CUIiTUBiE,

for

Amateurs and

Professionals.

Containing

Full Directions for the Successful Cultivation of the Begonia, under
Glass and in the Open Air. Illustrated. By B. C. EAVENSCEori, In
paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

BENT IRON WORE A Practical Manual of Instruction for Amateurs
:

in the Art and Craft of Making and Ornamenting Light Articles in
imitation of the beautiful Mediaeval and Italian Wrought Iron Work.
By F. J. Eeskine. Illustrated. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

BOAT BUILDING AND SAILING, PRACTICAL.

Containing
Instructions for Designing and Building Punts, Skiffs, Canoes,
Sailing Boats, &c. Particulars of the most suitable Sailing Boats and
Yachts for Amateurs, and Instructions for their Proper Handling. Fully

FuU

niuatrated with Designs and Working Diagrams.

By Adeian

C.E., Dixon Kemp, A.I.N.A., and G. Cheibtophee
cloth gilt, price 7s. 6d., by post 7s. 10<J.

Davibs. In one

BOAT BUILDING FOR AMATEURS, PRACTICAL.

Neibon,
vol.,

Contain-

ing Full Instructions for Designing and Building Punts, Skiffs, Canoes,
Sailing Boats, &c.
Fully Illustrated with Working Diagrams. By
Adeian Neison, C.E. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged by DixoN
"
Kemp, Author of Yacht Designing," "
Manual of Yacht and Boat

A

Sailing," &o.

In

cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.

BOAT SAILING FOR AMATEURS.

Containing Particulars of
the most Suitable Sailing Boats and Yachts for Amateurs, and Inatruotions for their Proper Handling, &o.
Hlustrated with numerons
Diagrams. By G. Cheistophee Davies. Second Edition, Eevised and
and
with
several
Enlarged,
New Plana of Yachts. In cloth gilt, priee 5s.,
by post 5s. id.

BOOKBINDING FOR AMATEURS

Being Descriptions of the
various Tools and Appliances Eequired, and Minute Instructions for
their Effective Use. By W. J. E. Ceane.
Illustrated with 156 EngravIn cloth gilt, price 2s. 6(2., by post 2s. 9d.
ings.

BUNKUM ENTERTAINMENTS A
:

:

Collection of Original Laugh-

on Conjuring, Physiognomy, Juggling, Performing Pleas,
Waxworks, Panorama, Phrenology, Phonograph,
Second Sight,
Lightning Calculators, Ventriloquism, Spiritualism, &c., to which are
added Humorous Sketches, Whimsical Eecitala, and Drawing-room
Comedies. In cloth, price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.
able

Skits

BUTTERFLIES, THE BOOK OF BRITISH:

A

Practical

and Naturalists. Splendidly Illustrated throughout with very accurate Engravings of the Caterpillars, ChryaaUds, and
Butterfliea, both upper and under aides, from drawings by the Author
By W. J. Lucas, B.A. Price 3s. 6(2., by post
or direct from Nature.

Manual

3s. 9d.

for Collectors

170, Strand,

London, W.C.

BUTTERFLY AXD MOTH COLLECTING:
and What

By

to Do.
iy post Is. 2d.

G. E. Simms.

lUustrated.

Where

to Search,
price Is.,

In paper,

CACTUS CULTUKE FOR AMATEURS:

Being Descriptions of
the various Cactuses grown in this country
with Full and Practical
Instructions for their Successful Cultivation. By W. Watson, Assistant
Curator of the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
Profusely Illustrated.
In cloth gilt, price 5s., by post 5s. 3d.
;

CAGE BIRDS, DISEASES OF

!

Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treat-

A

By De. W.

Handbook for everyone who keeps a Bird.
Gbeene, F.Z.S. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

ment.

T.

CAGE BIRDS, BRITISH.

Containing Full Directions for Successfully Breeding, Bearing, and Managing the various British Birds that
can be kept in Confinement. Illustrated with
and numerous finely-cut Wood Engravings. By E. L. Wallace. In
cloth gilt, price 10s. 6d., by post 10s. lOd.
The Breeding, Bearing, and Management of
all Varieties of Canaries and Canary Mules, and all other matters
By Kobbet L. Wallace. Third
connected with this Fancy.
Edition. In cloth gilt, price 5s., by post 5s. id. ; with COLO
PLATES, 6s. 6d.,by post 6s. lOcJ. ; and as follows:

COLOURED PLATES

CAITART BOOK.

UBED

General Managfemeiit of Canaries.

Cages and Cage-making,

Breeding, Managing, Mule Breeding, Diseases and their Treatment,
Illustrated.
In cloth, price 2s. 6d., iy post
Moulting, Pests, &c.
2s. 9d.

Canaries.

Full Particulars of all the different
Excellence, Preparing Birds for Exhibition, Formation and Management of Canary Societies and Exhibitions.
lUnstrated. In cloth, price 2s. Sd., by post 2s. 9d.

Ezliibition

Varieties, their Points

of

CANOE BUILDING FOR AIKATBURS: A

Practical

with Plans, Working Diagrams, and full Instructions.
ScHOLEPiELD. Price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.

CARD TRICES, BOOK

Manual,

By Cottebill
[In the Press.

Drawing-room and Stage Entertainments by Amateurs ; with an exposure of Tricks as practised by Card
Sharpers and Swindlers. Numerous Illustrations. By PKor. E. Ktjnaed.
In illustrated wrapper, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. Sd.

CATS, DOMESTIC

OF,

for

OR FANCT: A

Practical Treatise on their
Antiquity, Domestication, Varieties, Breeding, Management, Diseases
and Eemedies, Exhibition and Judging. By John Jenninos. Illustrated. In cloth, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. Sd.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CULTURE,

for

Amateurs and

Professionals.

Directions for the Successful Cultivation of
Illustrated.
Chrysanthemum for Exhibition and the Market.
B. C. Eavensckoft. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Containing

COINS,

Full

A GUIDE TO ENGLISH PATTERN,

in

Gold,

the

By

Silver,

Copper, and Pewter, from Edward I. to Victoria, with their Value. By
the Eev. G. F. Ckowthee, M.A. Illustrated. In silver cloth, with gilt

facsimiles of Coins, price

5s.,

by post

5s. 3d.

COINS OF GRBAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, A GUIDE
TO THE, in Gold, Silver and Copper, from the Earliest Period to the

Present Time, with their Value. By the late Colonel W. Stewart
With 27 Plates in Gold, Silver, and Copper, and 8
Thoebuen.
Plates of Gold and Silver Coins in EAISED FACSIMILE. In cloth,
with silver facsimiles of Coins, price 7s. 6d., by post Is. lOd.

;

4

Published by E.

Upcott Gill,

COLLIE, THU.

Its History, Points, and Breeding.
Illustrated with Coloured Frontispiece and Plates.
by post Is. 2d.; cloth, 2s., by post 2s. 3d.

COLLIE STUD BOOK.
by post

Edited by

Huan

By Hxtgh Dalziel.
In paper, price

Dalziel.

Price

3s.

Is.,

6d. each,

3s. 9d. each.

Vol. I., containing Pedigrees of 1308 of the best-known Dogs, traced
to their most remote known ancestors Show Eecord to Feb., 1890, &o.
;

Vol. II. Pedigrees of 795 Dogs, Show Eecord, &c.
Vol. III. Pedigrees of 786 Dogs, Show Eecord, &c.

COLTTMBARIUin:, MOORE'S.

Eeprinted Verbatim from the original
Edition of 1735, with a Brief Notice of the Author. By W. B. TegbtMEIEK, E.Z.S., Member of the British Ornithologists' Union. Price Is.,
by post Is. 2d.

CONJURING, BOOK OF MODERN. A Practical Guide to Drawingroom and Stage Magic

for Amateurs. By Pbopbssoe E. Kunakd.
In illustrated wrapper, price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.
or, French Dishes for English Homes

Illustrated.

COOKERY FOR AMATEURS;

Includes Simple Cookery, Middle-class Cookery, Superior
Cookery, Cookery for Invalids, and Breakfast and Luncheon Cookery.
By Madame Valekie. Second Edition. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
of all Classes.

CUCUMBER CULTURE FOR AMATEURS.
Melons, Vegetable Marrows, and Gourds.
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

CYCLES OF

1893, with

Illustrated.

Including

By W.

J.

also

Mat.

Special Chapters on Tyres and Accessories.
(Stanley Cycling Club). Illustrated. In

By Charles W. Haetunu
paper, price

CYCLIST'S

Is.,

by post

Is. 2d.

ROUTE MAF of England and Wales.

The Third Edition;
thoroughly Eevised. Shows clearly all the Main, and most of the Cross,
Eoads, and the Distances between the Chief Towns, as well as the
Mileage from London. In addition to this, Eoutes of Thirty of the most
Interesting Tours are printed in red. The map is mounted on linen, and is
the fullest, handiest, and best tourist's map in the market. In cloth,
price Is., by post Is. 2d.

DOGS,

BREAKING AND TRAINING

:

Being Concise Directions

for the proper education of Dogs, both for the Field and for Companions.
By " Pathpindeb." With Chapters by Hugh
Second Edition.
Dalziel. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 6s. 6d., by post 6s. lOd.

DOGS, BRITISH, ANCIENT

AND MODERN

Their Varieties,
:
History, and Characteristics.
By Hdgh Dalziel, assisted by Eminent
Fanciers. SECOND EDITION, Eevised and Enlarged. Illustrated with
First-class

the Day.

England.

COLOUEED PLATES

and full-page Engravings

of

Dogs

of

This is the fullest work on the various breeds of doffS kept in
In three volumes, demy 8do, cloth gilt, price 10s. Sd. each, by

'post lis. Id. each.

Dogs Used in Field Sports.

Containing Particulars of the
Greyhound, Irish Wolfhound, Bloodhound, Foxhound, Harrier, Basset, Dachshund, Pointer, Setters,
Seven Coloxtbbd Plates and 21 fuU-page
Spaniels, and Eetrievers.
Engravings.
Dogs Useful to Man in other Work than Field Sports
Containing Particulars of the following,
House and Toy Dogs.
among other Breeds Collie, Bulldog, Mastiff, St. Bernards, Newfoundland,
Great Dane, Fox and all other Terriers, King Charles and Blenheim
following

among other Breeds

:

:

;

170, Strand,

London, W.C.

Spaniels, Png, Pomeranian, Poodle, Italian Greyhound,
&c. CoLotTKBD Plates and full-page Engravings.

Toy Dogs,

&o.,

Practical Kennel Manag'ement A Complete Treatise on all
Matters relating to the Proper Management of Dogs, whether kept for
the Show Bench, for the Field, or for Companions. Illustrated with
Coloured and numerous other Plates.
[in the Press.
:

DOGS, DISEASES OF

Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment
Modes of Administering Medicines Treatment in cases of Poisoning, &c.
For the use of Amateurs. By Hugh Dalzibl. Third Edition. In
:

;

paper, price

Is.,

by post

Is. 2d.

;

in cloth

gilt, 2s.,

by post

2s. Sd.

entertainhients, amateur, for charitable and
OTHER OBJECTS How to Organize and Work them with Profit
:

By Eoeeet Ganthont.

and Success.

In colowred

cover, price Is.,

hy

post Is. 2d.

FANCY WORK SERIES, ARTISTIC. A

Series of Illustrated

Manuals on Artistic and Popular Fancy Work of various kinds.
number is complete in itself, and issued at the uniform price of

work

;

—
Tatting

Now

post Id.

(3)

ready

;

Mackame Lace (Second Edition)
(4) Cbev^bl Wokk; (5) Appliqitb

(1)

;
;

(2)
(6)

Each
6(J.,

by

Patch-

Fancy

Netting.

FERNS, THE BOOK OF CHOICE

:

for the Garden, Conservatory,

and Stove. Describing the best and most striking Ferns and SelagineUas, and giving explicit directions for their Cultivation, the formatiou of Eockeries, the arrangement of Ferneries, &o. By George
Schneider. With numerous Coloured Plates and other Illustrations.
In 3 vols., large post 4to. Cloth gilt, price £Z 3s., hy post £Z 6s.

FERNS, CHOICE BRITISH.

Descriptive of the most beautiful
Variations from the common forms, and their Culture. By C. T. Deuebt,
F.L.S. Very accurate PLATES, and other Illustrations. In cloth gilt,

price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.

FERRETS AND FERRETING.

Containing Instructions for the
Breeding, Management, and Working of Ferrets. Second Edition, Rewritten and greatly Enlarged.
Illustrated.
In paper, price Gd., by
post Td.

FERTILITY OF EGGS CERTIFICATE.

These are Forms of
Guarantee given by the Sellers to the Buyers of Eggs for Hatching,
undertaking to refund value of any unfertile eggs, or to replace them
with good ones.
Very valuable to sellers of eggs, as they induce
purchases. In boohs, with counterfoils, price Sd., by post Id.

FIREWORK-MAKING FOR AMATEURS. A complete, accurate,
and

By

easily -understood

Dr.

work on Making Simple and High-class Fireworks.
In paper, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.

W. H. Browne, M.A.

FOREIGN BIRDS, FAVOURITE, for

Cages and Aviaries. How to
in Health. Fully Illustrated. By W. T. Greene, M.A.,
M.D., F.Z.S., &c. In cloth, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. Sd.

Keep them

FOX TERRIER, THE.

Its History, Points, Breeding, Bearing, Preparing, for Exhibition, and Coursing. By Hugh Dalzibl. Illustrated
with Coloured Frontispiece and Plates. In paper, price Is., by post
Is. 2d. ; cloth, 2s., by post 2s. 3d.

FOX TERRIER STUD BOOK.
3s. 6d. each.,

by post

3s.

9d. each.

Edited by

Hugh

Dalziel.

Price

Published by L. TJpcott Gill,
Vol. I., containing Pedigrees of over 1400 of the best-known Doga,
traced to their most remote known ancestors.
Vol. II. Pedigrees of 1544 Dogs, Show Eeoord, &c.
Vol. III. Pedigrees of 1214 Dogs, Show Eeoord, &o.
Vol. IV. Pedigrees of 1168 Dogs, Show Eeoord, &c.
Vol. V. Pedigrees of 1662 Dogs, Show Eecord, &o.

FRETWOKK AND MARQUETERIi:.

A Practical Manual of
Instructions in the Art of Pret-outting and Marqueterie Work. By
D. Denning. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
[_In the Press.

FBIESLAITD MERES, A CRUISE ON THE.
Sdffling.

Illustrated.

In paper, price

Is.,

By Ernest

by post

Is.

B.

2d.

GAME AND GAME SHOOTING, NOTES
tridges,

Books.
by post

ON. Grouse, ParPheasants, Hares, Babbits, Quails, Woodcocks, Snipe, and
By

7s.

J. J.

Manlet.

In

Illustrated.

cloth gilt, price 7s. 6d,,

lOd.

GAME PRESERVING, PRACTICAL.

Containing the fullest
Directions for Bearing and Preserving both Winged and Ground Game,
and Destroying Vermin ; with other Information of Value to the Game
Preserver. Illustrated. By William Carnegie. In cloth gilt, demy 8uo,
price 21s., by post 21s. 9d.

GARDENING, DICTIONARY

A

Practical Encyclopaedia of
OF.
Horticulture, for Amateurs and Professionals. Illustrated with 2440
Engravings. Edited by G. Nicholson, Curator of the Eoyal Botanic
Gardens, Kew ; assisted by Prof. Trail, M.D., Bev. P. W. Myles,
B.A., F.L.S., W. Watson, J. Grarrett, and other Specialists. In 4 vols,,
large post Mo. In cloth gilt, price £3, by post £3 3s.

GOAT, BOOK OF THE.

Containing

EuU

Particulars of the various

Breeds of Goats, and their Profitable Management. With many Plates.
By H. Stephen Holmes Pegleb. Third Edition, with Engravings and
Coloured Frontispiece. In cloth gilt, price 4s. 6d., by post is. lOd.
Being the Practical ManageGOAT-KEEPING
ment of Goats for Milking Purposes. Abridged from " The Book of the

FOR AMATEURS

Goat."

ninstrated.

In paper,

price

Is.,

:

by post

GRAPE GROWING FOR AMATEURS. A
Book on Successful Vine Culture.
paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

By

E.

Is.

2d.

Thoroughly Practical

Moltneux.

Illustrated.

GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT FOR AMATEURS.

In

The

Best Greenhouses and Frames, and How to Build and Heat them. Illustrated Descriptions of the most suitable Plants, with general and
Special Cultural Directions, and all necessary information for the
Second Edition, Eevised and Enlarged.
Guidance of the Amateur.
Magnificently Illustrated.
By W. J. Mat. In cloth gilt, price 5s.,
by post 5s. 4d.

GREYHOUND, THE

:

Its History, Points, Breeding, Bearing, Training,

and Eunning. By Hugh Dalziel. With Coloured Frontispiece. In
cloth gilt, demy 8vo, price 2s. 6d., ly post 2s, 9d.
GUINEA PIG, THE, for Food, Fur, and Fancy. Illustrated with
Coloured Frontispiece and Engravings. An exhaustive book on the
Varieties of the Guinea Pig, and its Management. By C. Cumberland,
F.Z.S. In cloth gilt, price 2s. Gd,, by post 2s. 9d.
MANUAL, THE. A Practical Handbook on all
Matters connected with the Use of the Hand Camera in Photography.

HAND CAMERA
Illustrated.

By W. D. Welfoed.

Price

Is.,

by post

Is.

2d.

170, Strcmd, London,

W.C.

HANDWRITING, CHARACTER INDICATED BT.

With nius-

trations in Support of the Theories advanced taken from Autograph
Letters of Statesmen, Lawyers, Soldiers, Ecolesiastios, Authors, Poets,
Musicians, Actors, and other persons. Second Edition. By E. Batjghan.
In cloth gilt, price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.

HARDT PERENNIALS and Old-fashioned Garden Flowers.

Descripmost desirable Plants for Borders,
Eookeries, and Shrubberies, including Foliage as well as Flowering
Plants.
Profusely Illustrated.
By J. Wood. In cloth, price 5s., hy
post 5s. id.
Dictionary of Diseases
and Accidents, and their proper Home Treatment. For Family Use. By
W. J. Mackenzie, M.D. Illustrated. In cloth, price 2s. 6d., hy post
2s. 9d.
tions, alphabetically arranged, of the

HOME MEDICINE AND SURGERY:

A

HORSE-EEEFER, THE PRACTICAL. By Geoboe Flbminq.O.B.,
LL.D., F.E.C.V.S., late Principal Veterinary Surgeon to the British
of Veterinary Surgeons.

Army, and Ex-President of the Eoyal College
In cloth, price 3s. 6d., hy post 3s. 104.

HORSE-KEEPING FOR AMATEURS. A

Practical Manual on
the Management of Horses, for the guidance of those who keep one or
two for their personal use. By Fox Eussell. In paper, price Is.,
hy post Is. 2d. cloth, 2s., hy post 2s. 3d.
;

HORSES, DISEASES OF
For the use of Amateurs.
hy post

Is. 2d.

:

Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment.
In paper, price Is.,

By HnoH Dalzibl.

cloth 2s., by post 2s. 3d.

;

INLAND WATERING PLACES. A

Description of the Spas of
Great Britain and Ireland, their Mineral Waters, and their Medicinal
Value, and the attractions which they offer to Invalids and other Visitors.
Profusely illustrated. A Companion Volume to Seaside Watering Places."
In cloth, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. XOd.
'

'

JOURNALISM, PRACTICAL How to Enter Thereon and Succeed.
A book for all who think of " writing for the Press." By John Dawson.
:

In cloth

gilt,

price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.

LAYING HENS, HOW TO KEEP

and to Eear ChicJcens in Large
or Small Numbers, in Absolute Confinement, with Perfect Success. By
Major G. F. Moeant. In paper, price Sd., by post Id.

LEGAL PROFESSION, A GUIDE TO THE.

How

to Enter
either Branch of the Legal Profession, with a Course of Study for each
By J. H.
of the Examinations, and selected Papers of Questions.
Slatbe, Barrister-at-Law. In cloth, price 7s. &d., hy post 7s. lOi.

LIBRARY MANUAL, THE. A Guide to the Formation of a Library,
and the Values

of

Eare and Standard Books.

By

J.

H. SlateB;
In

Barrister-at-Law. Third Edition.
Eevised and Greatly Enlarged.
cloth gilt, price 7s. 6d., by post 7s. lOd.

MICE,

FANCY

Their Varieties, Management, and Breeding. Ee-issue,
:
with Criticisms and Notes by Dr. Carter Blake. Illustrated. In
paper, price 6d., hy post Id.
BOATS: Their Designing, Making, and
Illustrated with 118 Designs and Working Diagrams.
A
Sailiog.
splendid book for boys and others interested in making and rigging toy
boats for sailing. It is the best book on the subject now published. By
In leatherette, price 5s., hy pest 5s. dd.
J. Dtr V. Geosvenor.

MODEL YACHTS AND

MONKEYS, PET, and How to Manage Them.
Patterson.

In cloth

gilt,

lUnstrated.
price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. Qd.

By Arthur

Published by L. TJpcott Gill,

UnSKBOOM CniiTUBE FOB AMATEUBS.
for Successful Growth in Houses, Sheds, Cellars,
and Out of Doors. Illustrated. By W. J. Mat.
post Is. 2d.

With Full Directions

and Pots, on Shelves,
In ipaper, price Is, by

NATUBAIi KISTOBT SKETCHES among the
Domesticatfed

By Abthtjk
price

5s.,

;

CarniTora—Wild and
with Observations on their Habits and Mental Faculties.
Illustrated.
In cloth gilt,
Nicols, F.G.S., F.K.G.S,

iy post

5s.

id.

NEEDLEWOBK, DICTIONABT

OF. An

Encyclopaedia of Artistic,
complete, and
magnificently Illustrated. By S. F. A. CAULrEiLD and B. C. Sawabd.
Accepted by H.M. the Queen, H.E.H. the Princess of "Wales, H.E.H. the
Duchess of Edinburgh, H.E.H. the Duchess of Connaught, and H.E.H.
Dedicated by special permission to H.E.H,
the Duchess of Albany.
In demy Ho, 528pp., 829
Princess Louise, Marchioness of Lome.
nVuiStrations, extra cloth gilt, plain edges, cushioned bevelled boards, price
21s., by post 22s.; with COLOURED PLATES, elegant satin brocade
cloth binding, and coloured edges, 31s. 6<Z., by post 32s. 6d.
Their
:
Culture
and Management, with Descriptions
Illustrated by Coloured
of all the Kinds in General Cultivation.
Plates
and Engravings.
By W. Watson, Assistant-Curator,
Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew Assisted by W. Bean, Foreman, Eoyal
Gardens, Kew.
Second Edition, Eevised and with Extra Plates. In
cloth gilt and gilt edges, price £1 Is., by post £1 2s.
A practical Handbook o|i Fainting and
FAINTINO,
Etching upon Textiles, Pottery, Porcelain, Paper, Vellum, Leather, Glass,
Wood, Stone, Metals, and Plaster, for the Decoration of our Homes. By
B. C. Sawaed. In cloth, price 5s., by post 5s. 4d.
(registered).
An invaluable book
for all who send parcels by post.
Provides Address Labels, Certificate
of Posting, and Eecord of Parcels Dispatched. By the use of this book
parcels are insured against loss or damage to the extent of £2.
Price Is., by post Is. 2d., for 100
Authorized by the Post Office.
parcels; larger sizes if required.
OBEY, and How to Treat it. By W. T. Gbebne,
M.D., M.A., F.Z.S., &o. Price Is., by post Is. 2d.
SFEAEIITG. The Art of Keeping and Breeding
the principal Talking Parrots in Confinement.
By Db. Kabl Euss.
ninstrated with COLOUEED PLATES and Engravings. In cloth gilt,
price 5s., by post 5s.' id.
FATIENCE,
OF, for one or more Flayers. How to Play
106 difEerent Games of Patience. By Miss Whitmoke Jones. IllusSeries I., 39 games
Series II., Si games
Series III., 33
trated.
games. Each Is., by post Is. 2d. The three bound together in cloth,
price 3s. Gd., by post 3s. lOd.
PICTURES, and How to Draw Them. A Practical Handbook on"
the various Methods of Illustrating in Black and White for " Process
Engraving, with numerous Designs, Diagrams, and Sketches. By Ebio
Mbade. In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. Sd.
Plain,

and

Fancy

Needlework

;

Plain,

practical,

OBCHIDS

;

DECORATIVE.

FABCEL FOST DISFATCH BOOK

FABBOT, THE

FABBOTS, THE

GAMES

;

;

FEN

FEBSFECTIVE, THIS

ESSENTIALS

OF.

With

numerous

Illustrations drawn by the Author. By L. W. Milleb, Principal of the
School of Industrial Art of the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.

This book is such a manual as has long been desired for the guidance
of art students and for self -instruction.
The instructions are clearly
set forth, and the principles are vividly enforced by a large number
of attractive drawings. Price 6s. 6d., by post 6s. lOd.

W.C.

170, Strand, London,

PHEASANT-KEISFIITG FOB AMATEURS.

A Practical Handbook on the Breeding, Eearing, and General Management of Taney
Pheasants in Confinement.
By Geo. Horne. Fully Uluatrated. In
cloth gilt, price 3s. 6d,, hy post 3s. 9d.

FHOTOGBAFHY (MODERN) FOR AMATEURS.
Eaton Feasn.

In paper, price

Is.,

by post

Is.

FICTURE-FRAME MAKING FOR AMATEURS.
cal Instructions in the

Ltjkin.

Cheap Edition, in paper, price

BOOK OF THE.

Management

J.

Being Practi-

of Frames for Paintings,
Illnstrated.
By the Ebv. J.

Making of Tarious kinds

Drawings, Photographs, and Engravings.

FIG,

By

2d.

Is.,

hy post

Is. id.

Selection, Breeding, Feeding, and
the Treatment of its Diseases; the Curing

The

of the Pig;
of Hams, Bacon,

and other Pork Foods and other
information appertaining to Pork Farming. By Peofessob James Long.
FuUy niustrated with Portraits of Prize Pigs, Plans of Model Piggeries,
&o. In cloth gilt, price 10s. 6<J., hy post Us. Id.
A Manual for Amateurs, based on
FIG-KEEFING,
Personal Experience in Breeding, Feeding, and Fattening; also in
Buying and Selling Pigs at Market Prices. By E. D. Gabratt. In
paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.
FIGEONS, FANCY. Containing Full Directions for the Breeding and
Management of Fancy Pigeons, and Descriptions of every known
Variety, together with all other information of interest or use to Pigeon
Fanciers.
Third Edition, bringing the subject down to the present
time.
18 COLODEED PLATES, and 22 other full-page niustrations.
By J. C. Ltell. In cloth gilt, price 10s. Gd., hy post 10s. lOd.

and Preserving

;

FRACTICAL:

FIGEON-KEEFING FOR AMATEURS. A complete

Guide to the

By J. C.
of Domestic and Fancy Pigeons.
In cloth, price 2s. 6d., hy post 2s. 9d.
How to Play Poker with Success.
In paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.

Amateur Breeder
Illustrated.

FOKER BOOK, THE.
GtrBENDALE.
FOI.ISHES AND STAINS FOR WOODS A

Ltell.

By

E.

Complete Guide to
Polishing Woodwork, with Directions for Staining, and Full Information
for making the Stains, Polishes, &o., in the simplest and most satisfactory manner. By David Denning. In paper,, price Is., hy post
:

Is. 2d.

FQOL,

GAMES

Describing Various
OF.
Pool Games, and giving the Enles in fuU.
price Is., hy post Is. 2d.

English and American
IHustrated. In paper,

A Practical and Complete
Guide to Breeding and Keeping Poultry for Eggs or for the Table. By
F. A. Mackenzie. Illustrated. In paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.
FIGEON DISEASES : Their Causes, Symptoms,
and Treatment. A Practical Manual for all Fanciers. By Quintin
Cbaig and James Ltell. In paper, price Is., hy post Is. 2d.
FROFIT. Contains Breeding
frizes
F0UI;TRT
Poultry for Prizes, Exhibition Poultry and Management of the
Handsomely Illustrated. Second Edition. By Pbof.
Poultry Yard.
James Long. In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d., hy post 2s. 9d.
WORK. By Mbs. Mattd Maude.
With Fifty-two Original Illustrations and Designs by Wm. Freeman.
In paper, price Is. Gd., hy post Is. 8d. cloth, 2s. Gd., by post 2s. dd.
OF THE. A Complete Work on Breeding and
RABBIT,
Eearing all Varieties of Fancy Eabbits, giving their History, Variations,

FOUIiTRT-KEEFING, FOPULAR.

FOULTRT AND

for

and

:

FTROGRAFHY OR FOKER

;

BOOK

—
10

Published by L. TJpcott Gill,
Uses, Points,

EDITION.

SECOND
Mating, Management, &o., &c.
by Kempsteb W. Knioht. Illustrated with

Selection,

Edited

Coloured and other Plates.

In cloth

BABBITS, DISEASES OF:

gilt,

price 10s. 6d., by post lis.

Causes, Symptoms, and Cure.
With a Chapter on The Diseases of Caties. Eeprinted from " The
"
Book of the Babbit " and The Guinea Pig for Food, Tnr, and Fancy."
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Their

RABBIT-FARMING, FROFITABLE. A

Practical Manual, showto Pay Well.

how Hutch Kabbit-farming in the Open can be made
By Major G. P. Morant. In paper, price Is., by post Is.
ing

RABBITS FOR FRIZES AND FROFIT.

2d.

The Proper Manage

ment of Fancy Eabbita in Health and Disease, for Pets or the Market,
and Descriptions of every known Variety, with Instructions for Breeding Good Specimens. Illustrated.
By Charles Eatson. In cloth
gilt, price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.
Also in Sections, as follows
General Management of Rabbits. Including Hutches, BreedFully
ing, Feeding, Diseases and their Treatment, Eabbit Courts, &c.
Illustrated.
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
Exhibition Rabbits. Being descriptions of all Varieties of
Fancy Eabbits, their Points of Excellence, and how to obtain them.
Illustrated.
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
Art of Oma: Being the
REPOUSSE
menting Thin Metal with Eaised Figures. By L. L. Haslope. Illustrated.
In cloth gilt, price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.
AMATEURS. A Practical Guide to the Selection and
ROSES
Cultivation of the best Eoses. Illustrated. By the Eev. J. Hontwood
D'Omerain, Hon. Sec. of the Nat. Eose Soo. In paper, price Is., by
:

WORE FOR AMATEURS

FOR

post Is. 2d.

SAILING

GUIDE

TO

THE

SOLENT

AND

FOOLE

HAEBOUE,

with Practical Hints as to Living and Cooking on, and
Working a Small Yacht. By Lieut.-Colonel T. G. Cuthell.
In cloth, price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.
Illustrated with Coloured Charts.
SAILING TOURS. The Tachtman's Guide to the Cruising Waters
of the English and Adjacent Coasts. By Fbank Cowpbr, B.A.
Vol. I., the Coasts of Essex and Suffolk, containing Descriptions
Numerous Charts and
of every Creek from the Thames to Aldborough.
Illustrations.
In cloth, price 5s., by post 5s. 3d.
Vol. II. The South Coast, from the Thames to the Soilly Islands,
with twenty-five Charts printed in Colours. In cloth, price 7s. Gd., by
post 7s. lOd.

Vol. III. The Coast of Brittany Descriptions of every Creek,
Harbour, and Eoadstead from L'Abervraoh to St. Nazaire, and an
Account of the Loire. With twelve Charts, printed in Colours. In
With larger
crown SfJO, cloth gilt, price 7s. Gd., by post 7s. lOd.
Charts separately
Charts, mounted on linen, 10s, Gd., by post lis.
3s., by post 3s. 3d.
THE. Its History, Points, Breeding, and Bearing.
ST.
By Hugh Dalzibl. Illustrated with Coloured Frontispiece and Plates.
In cloth, price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.
BOOK. Edited by Hir&H Dalziel. Price
ST.
3s. Gd. each., by post 3s. 9d. each.
Vol. I. Pedigrees of 1278 of the best known Dogs, traced to their
most remote known ancestors, Show Eeoord, &o.
Vol. II. Pedigrees of 564 Dogs, Show Eecord, &o.
;

BERNARD,

BERNARD STUD

170, Strand,

SEA-FISKIITG

London, W.C.

11

FOR AMATEUBS.

Practical Instructions to
Visitors at Seaside Places for Catching Sea-Fish from Pier-heads, Shore,
or Boats, principally by means of Hand Lines, with a very useful List of
Fishing Stations, the Fish to be caught there, and the Best Seasons.
By Frank Hudson. Ulnstrated. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
SEA-FISHIITG
The Art of Making
and Using Sea-Tackle, with a fuU account of the methods in vogue
during each month of the year, and a Detailed Guide for Sea-Fishermen
to all the most Popular Watering Places on the English Coast; By
F. G. Aplalo. Hlustrated. In cloth, price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 9d.
Description of the Holiday
Besorts on the Coasts of England and Wales, the Channel Islands,
and the Isle of Man, giving full particulars of them and their attractions, and all information likely to assist persons in selecting places in
which to spend their Holidays according to their individual tastes.
Illustrated.
In cloth, price 2s. Sd., by post 2s. lOd.
[yth Edition in the Press.
The Mysteries, Secrets, and Whole Art of, laid
:
bare for Is., by post Is. 2d. Edited by Joseph Morton.
:
Being Practical Instructions for
Making and Mending Small Articles in Tin, Copper, Iron, Zinc, and
Brass. Illustrated. Third Edition. By the Rev. J. Lukin, B.A. In
paper, price Is., by post Is. Id.

ON TKS EXGIiISK COAST.

SEASIDE WATERING FLACES. A

SHAVE, AN EASY

SHEET METAL, WORKING IN

SHORTHAND,
LESSONS IN

:

ON GURNEY'S SYSTEM (IMFROVED),
Being Instructions in the Art of Shorthand Writing as

used in the Service of the two Houses
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

of Parliament.

By

E. E. Miller.

SHORTHAND, EXERCISES

IN, for Daily Half Hours, on a Newlydevised and Simple Method, free from the Labour of Learning. Illus"
trated.
Being Part II. of
Lessons in Shorthand on Gurney's System
(Improved)." By E. E. Miller. In paper, price 9d., by post lOd.
Being a
IS
Discussion, by various Experts, on the Merits and Demerits of aU the
principal Systems, with Illustrative Examples.
Edited by Thomas
Anderson. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
SICH
:
Being Plain Directions and Hints for
the Proper Nursing of Sick Persons, and the Home Treatment of
Diseases and Accidents in cases of Sudden Emergencies. By S. F. A.
Caulfbild. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. ; cloth, Is. Gd., by post

SHORTHAND SYSTEMS; WHICH

THE BEST?

NURSING AT HOME

Is. 8d.

SKATING CARDS

An Easy Method of Learning Figure Skating, as
:
the Cards can be used on the Ice. In cloth case, 2s. Gd., by post 2s. 9d.
leather, 3s. Gd., by post 3s. 9d.
cheap form is issued printed on paper
and made up as a small book. Is., by post Is. 1^.
Practical Manual of Legerdemain for
Amateurs and Others. New Edition, Eevised and Enlarged. Profusely
Illustrated.
By E. Sachs. In cloth gilt, price Gs. Gd., by post 6s. lOd.
;

A

SLEIGHT OF HAND. A

SNAKES, MARSUFIALS, AND BIRDS.

A

Charming Book

of

Anecdotes, Adventures, and Zoological Notes relating to Snakes, Marsupials, and Birds.
By Arthur Nicols, F.G.S., F.K.G.S., &o. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 5s., by post 5s. id.
PRACTICAL. A Manual of Instruction to the
Amateur in Collecting, Preserving, and Setting-up Natural History

TAXIDERMY,
Specimens of

all kinds.

Montagu Browne,
Edition.

In cloth

gilt,

With Examples and Working Diagrams. By
Curator of Leicester Museum.
Second

F.Z.S.,

price is. Gd., by post Is. lOd.
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Published by L.

Upcott Gill,

GUIDE BOOK. From Lechlade to Bichmond. For Boating
Men, Anglers, Picnic Parties, and all Pleasare-seekera on the Biyer.
Arranged on an entirely new plan. Second Edition, profusely illnstrated.
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 3d cloth, Is. 6d., hy post Is. 9d.
as an Industry for Women.
PRUIT

THa.]Ui:S

;

TOMATO AND

GROWING

Lectures given at the Forestry Exhibition, Earl's Court, during July
and August, 1893. By Grace Habkiman, Pra,otical Fruit Grower
and County Council Lecturer. In paper, price Is., by post Is. Id.

TOMATO CULTURE FOR AMATEURS. A
Complete Manual on the Subject.
In paper, price Is., hy post Is. Sd.

By B.

C.

Practical and very
lUustrated.

Eavensceoft.

TRAPPING, PRACTICAIi:

Being some Papers on Traps and
Trapping for Vermin, with a Chapter on General Bird Trapping and
Snaring. By W. Caenegie. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.
: Being Descriptions of the Lathe and
its Attachments and Tools, with Minute Instructions for their EffeotiTe
Use en Wood, Metal, Ivory, and other Materials. Second Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. By James Lttkin, B.A. Illustrated with 144
Engravings. In cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d., by post 2«. 9d.
LATHES. A Manual for Technical Schools and Apprentices.

TURNING FOR AMATEURS

TURNING
A

guide to Turning, Screw-cutting, Metal-spinning, &o. Edited by
Ltikin, B.A. Third Edition. With 194 IHustrations. In cloth
gilt, price 3s., by post 3s. 3d.
Practical Guide to the Accompaniment of Songs by the
Unskilled Musician. With Examples. In paper, price 9d., by post lOd.
Containing Concise
Directions for the Cultivation of Vegetables in Small Gardens so as to
insure Good Crops. With Lists of the Best Varieties of each Sort. By
W. J. Mat. Illustrated. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

James

VAMPING. A

VEGETABLE CULTURE FOR AMATEURS.

VENTRILOQUISM, PRACTICAL. A thoroughly reliable

Guide

to

the Art of Voice Throwing and Vocal Mimicry, Vocal Instrumentation,
Ventriloquial Figures, Entertaining, &c.
By EoBEET Gamthont.
Numerous Illustrations. In cloth, price 2s. Sd., by post 2s. 9d.
Including some
(OLD)
Eefereuces to those of Modern Times. By James M. Fleming.
Illustrated with Facsimiles of Tickets, Sound-Holes, &o. Eeprinted
by Subscription. In cloth, price 5s., by post 5s. 6d.
for Home Students. Instructions
VIOLIN SCHOOL,
and Exercises in Violin Playing, for the use of Ariateurs, SelfWith a supplement on " Easy Legato
learners, Teachers, and others.
Studies for the Violin." By J. M. Fleming. Demy Mo, price 9s. 6d.,
by post 10s. 4d. Without Supplement, price Is. 6d., by post 8s. Id.

AND THEIR MAKERS

VIOLINS

:

PRACTICAL,

WAR MEDALS AND

DECOR&.TIONS. A Manual

for Collectors,

Beautifully lEustrated.
with some account of Civil Eewards for Valour.
By D. Hastings Iewin. In cloth, price 7s. 6d., by post 7s. lOd.

WHIPPET AND RACE-DOG, THE
Eace, and Exhibit the Whippet,
and Original Plans of. Courses.
price 3s. 6<Z., by post 3s. lOd.

:

How

to Breed, Eear, Train,
Meetings,

Management of Eace
By Feeeman Llotd. In
the

WIRE AND SHEET GAUGES OF THE WORLD.
and Compiled by
price

Is.,

C. A.
by post Is. Id.

B.

Pfbilsohmidt, of

WOOD CARVING FOR AMATEURS.
ducing all the different varieties of Carvings.
D. Denning. Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

Sheffield.

cloth

gilt,

Compared
In paper,

Full Instructions for pro2nd Edition. Edited by

BARGAINS
ALL KINDS OF

I
PRIVATE

PROPERTY

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, ARE READILY OBTAINED THROUGH

^be Bajaar,
Zbe leycbange an^flOart
fEstablished

ST Years).

THE BEST MARKET IN THE WORLD FOR THE

DISFOSAI.

OF SURPLUS PROPERTY.
Lots of Interesting, Useful, and

Valuable Information on a vast number of
popular subjects, with Numerous Illustrations,

THE MOST USEFUL PAPER IN LONDON.
GET A COPY AND SEE.
Price 2cl., at all Newsagents and Hailway Soolcstalls.

Offices:

170, Strand, London, W.C.

A SUPERIOR PRINTING OUTFIT FOR

1/6.

ConaistinsT of seventy-four letters,
points and ornaments, a type holder,
supply of ink, pad and tweezers.
Any name, &c., can be set up at
pleasure, for marking linen, stamping
books, papers, and printing cards.

Postage 3d. extra.
Illtjstkated Catalogue Fbee.

INDIARUBBER STAMPS
Made

B.

LINDNER,

to Order.

of Every Description

Estimate Free.

Manufacturer, 170, Fleet

St.,

London, E.G.

;

:

uniAN 'S
SIXPENNY PRACTICAL GUIDE BOOKS.
Dean's Champion i^and BooTes.

cno'waxr

1— Football, Lawn Tennis,
and

,

other

KounderSj

and

Sports

La

Crosse,

Diagrams,

with

tiles,

How
Edited by Egbert Abel.
5— Draughts, and How

to

Handbook of Boxing,
With the Marquis of Queensberry'and
Amateur Boxing Association Bnles for

of).

the Eegulation of Contests with the
Gloves. By John C. Earl, Ex-Champion of Heavy Weights, Ireland.

By G. C. Davies.
8— Indian Clubs, Dumb-bells, and
Sword Exercises. With Diagrams.
By the late Professor Harrison.
9— Magic Lantern. By J. Allen.
For Eiver and Sea.

16—The Art of Swimming. By
Harry Gurr, ex-champion Swimmer
of England.

By GOEDON STABLES,

Bandsomely Bound,

By Major Elliott.

14—The

to Play.

Sixth Edition.

and Defence;

Fencing, Sword and Bayonet Exercise,
Singlestick, Boxing.

of the Art

Preserving

Jas.

13—Art of Attack

Play.

By W. Patterson.

6— Fishingr (Handbook

&c. By

Gardner.
11— Rowing, Sculling, Canoelne,
and Yachting. By a Member of
the Thames Yacht Club.

Revised Edition.

4— Cricket, and

and

Animals, Birds, Fishes, Re£

With

Kules.

its

New and

10— Stuffing

Gol-F,

Gaines
Hurling,
Eacquets,

Trap-Ball, Skittles, Bowls,
By Capt. Wilson.
&c.

2— Billiards,

II-3C.XJSTH.A.TES3D.

s-iro.

Cloth GUt, 6/6, Post Free 7/-,

and Richly

OUR FRIEND THE

M.D.,

R.N.

Illustrated.

DOG.

CONTAINING
(a)

All that

is

and the show-points,
(5)

suffer,
(c)

known about every breed
properties, uses,

and

of Dog in the World,
peculiarities of each.

A complete digest of the diseases from which Dogs are apt to
and plain advice for the treatment.
Important information on the Rearing of the Puppy and the

treatment of the Dam.
{d)
The approved methods of Kenneling, Grooming, Feeding, and
Preparing for bringing Dogs to the Show Benches.
(e)
"Valuable hints about Buying and Selling.

X.

DEAN k SON,

O

SO-

X3 C9

3Nr

:

Ltd., 160a, Fleet Street.
"HOG OWNEWS ANNUAZ."

Fubllahers of the

ROWLANDS' ARTICLES
FOR THE HAIR, COMPLEXION, and TEETH,

are the

ROWLANDS' ODONTO,
An

and aromatic dentiwhich whitens the teeth, prevents and arrests
decay, and sweetens the breath. It contains no
mineral acids, no gritty matter or injurious astringents, keeps the mouth, gums, and teeth free from
the unhealthy action of germs in organic matter
between the teeth, and is the most wholesome
tooth-powder for smokers. 2s. 9d. per box.
antiseptic, preservative,

frice,

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL
la the best preserver and beautifier of the hair of children and adults ; prevents it
falling off or turning grey, eradicates scurf and dandruff, and is also the best
brilliantine for ladies' and everybody's use, and as a little goes a very long way
it really is most economical for general use ; is also sold in a golden colour for
fair-haired ladies and children ; it contains no lead or mineral ingredients.
Bottles, 3s. 6d., Is., 10s. 6d., equal to four small.

ROWLANDS' KALYDOR,
most cooling, soothing, healing, and refreshing preparation for the Skin and
Complexion of Ladies, and all exposed to the summer sun and dust, or the cold and
damp of winter it is warranted free from all mineral or metallic ingredients, or
oxide of zinc, of which most Cosmetics are composed, and which ruin the skin.
It effectually disperses Chaps, Chilblains, Freckles, Tan, Sunburn, Stings of
Insects, Redness, Eoughness of the Skin; relieves Irritation of the Skin,

A

;

Prickly Heat, &c., renders the

SKIN SOFT
beautiful, pure, and
half -sized bottles, 2s. 3d.

and produces a
8s. 6d.

;

AND SMOOTH,
delicate complexion.

Size

4s. 6d. and

ROWLANDS' ESSENCE OF TYRE
Effectually dyes red or grey hair a permanent

ROWUNDS'

brown

or black.

4s.

EUKONIA.

A

pure Toilet Powder in three tints. White, Eose, and Cream, for ladies of
a Brunette complexion and those who do not like white powder. Boxes, Is. ;
large boxes, 2s. 6d.

Ask Chemists

for

GARDEN, LONDON,

ROWLANDS' ARTICLES,
and avoid spurious imitations.

of

20,

HATTON

SPRATTS PATENT

DOG CAKES.
^ -^^'V»^"»"-'V-^^i"»"-"^WPamphlet on CANIJSTE DISEASES GRATIS.

SPRATTS

PATENT LIMITED, BERMONDSEY,

S.E.

